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The Author       

Robin P Clarke has been in volved in the man age ment of

20-20 Hous ing Co-op er a tive for more than 20 years, and

till re cently was Sec re tary of 20-20.  His pub li ca tions in -

clude four un chal lenged the o ries:  So cial ca tas tro phe due 

to ex ces sive roads and cars; A the ory of gen eral im pair -

ment of gene-ex pres sion man i fest ing as au tism; Does lon -

ger-term mem ory never be come over loaded and would

over load man i fest as de men tia?; and Out line of a the ory

of manic-de pres sive ill ness.  He is also co-founder of the

Real De moc racy Pro ject and had just fin ished a book

about it, The Fu ture is Here! A prac ti cal man ual for solv -

ing the key cri sis of our times, and was also pre par ing a

tri um phant up date pa per The causes of au tism: a the ory

now fur ther con firmed by pre dic tions; and why den tal

amal gams are the main cause of in creased au tism.  But

just then his work on all these was par a lysed by hav ing

to at tend to the mat ters which are de scribed in the pres -

ent book.



Overview 

The Hous ing Cor po ra tion over sees hous ing as so ci a tions
and other “reg is tered so cial land lords” (RSLs) such as
hous ing co-op er a tives. This whole RSL sys tem is
heavily-sub si dised by tax pay ers on the ba sis of certain
suppositions: 
• that they provide friendly, acceptable-quality

housing for those who cannot afford commercial
rents or mortgages and who would otherwise be in
distress;

• that they constitute good value usage of taxpayers’
hard-earned cash; 

• that they provide better housing solutions than can
be provided by local authorities.  

This re port pres ents a strong chal lenge to these sup po si -
tions.  The re al ity is very much less im pres sive than the
ra di ant im age that is pro jected both by the Hous ing
Corporation and by the RSLs which it is meant to be
regulating.  In deed there is noth ing less than a scan dal
in the ex tent of de ceit and cover-up of nasty things going
on.

The reg u la tion of RSL hous ing is ex ces sively cen tral -
ised, re mote, and de void of open ness.  A better reg u la tion 
sys tem would be local ised as well as made much less
secretive.
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Chapter One: The Essence of the
Scandal

The nub of the matter
Of all the books writ ten about hous ing man age ment

this is prob a bly the first and last to be writ ten by
someone who is bored to death with the sub ject.  I’m
more of a sci en tific-the o rist-in ven tor-cre ative per son,
with near-zero tal ent for man age ment or even writ ing of
reports like this one.  A study of this sub ject was forced
on me by the ac tions of crim i nals, as the only way to
defend my self from be com ing “vol un tarily home less” as
the bu reau-speak for in vol un tary homelessness terms it.

In Feb ru ary 2006 I was lis ten ing to BBC Ra dio 4’s
Today pro gram when I heard a re port about a hous ing
as so ci a tion in Lon don in which there had been ex ten sive
abuses and of which the Chief Ex ec u tive had just been
suspended.  

A rather dif fer ent pic ture was pre sented in the as so -
ci a tion’s 2003-4 an nual re port: 
“I have known Ronnie Moodley, the Chief Ex ec u tive of
ARHAG, for over 20 years and in that time I have found
that his com mit ment to the com mu nity that ARHAG
serves has never waned. As a re sult ARHAG is a lead -
ing-edge Hous ing As so ci a tion .....”  
– Leslie Laniyan, Man ag ing Di rec tor, Shian Hous ing As -
so ci a tion 

And yet ac cord ing to the BBC re port, nu mer ous ten -
ants had been com plain ing about ARHAG for nu mer ous
years.  An anon y mous em ployee re vealed that there had
been ex ten sive fal si fi ca tion of doc u ments, ne glect of
essential ser vices, ha rass ment of ten ants, and in tim i da -
tion of any who com plained.  One ten ant said “I never
lived in a ghetto [when I was] in Af rica  .... and to me it is
worse than a ghetto [in ARHAG]” (I guess she meant
slum or shanty-town rather than ghetto).  The hous ing
con sul tant Jon a than Rosenberg said “Over the past 18
months an em ployee of ARHAG tried to in ter est both the 
Hous ing Cor po ra tion and the Au dit Com mis sion about
the con cerns he had about the man age ment of the as so ci -
a tion”.  The anon y mous em ployee said “If the au thor i ties 
had taken ac tion things might have been better.  So I’m
not re ally happy about the way the authorities have
handled the whole issue”.  

Now most peo ple lis ten ing to that re port would have
merely thought how bad that ARHAG lot must be.  But
for my self it had a very spe cial res o nance.  That’s
because I my self had just sent off yet an other re port to
the Hous ing Cor po ra tion, and had long been re port ing
the very same pat tern in re spect of the 20-20 Hous ing
“Co-op er a tive” lo cated in Moseley, Bir ming ham.  In that
case too, there had been a truly won der ful hero com mu -
nity-builder in charge, fal si fi ca tion of doc u ments,
harassment and in tim i da tion of ten ants, and above all,
the ut ter use less ness of the Hous ing Cor po ra tion, de -
spite my hav ing lost nearly a year of my life on trying to
get the problems sorted out.
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I’ve given you a sum mary of the ARHAG scandal.  In
later sec tions here I shall put some of my own re ports
that I sent to the Hous ing Cor po ra tion, along with
related documents, so you can see di rectly for your self
the re al ity be hind the cud dly com mu nity char i ta ble
volunteer pretence.  

Important clarification
I should emphasise that not nec es sar ily all RSLs are

bad and quite likely there is some ex cel lent com mu -
nity-build ing go ing on in some cases.  I should also
emphasise that it is not my pur pose here to make out
that the Hous ing Cor po ra tion is an evil or gani sa tion full
of peo ple who only pre tend to do their jobs, nor like wise
about the Housing Ombudsman.

I’ll now continue with some necessary introduction
before letting those reports take over the story.

The wider scandal
In the sec ond part of this book I shall give an ac count

of the case of 20-20, and how it was han dled just as abys -
mally as that of ARHAG.  In the ory it is con ceiv able that
these two are the only cases of this sort to have hap pened 
and been so badly ne glected by the Hous ing Cor po ra tion.  
But there is much rea son to fa vour the al ter na tive no tion 
that these two are very far from unique, as I will now
show.

Firstly, let us con sider some things we can in fer from
those two cases.  In re spect of ARHAG, I only got to learn
of the abuses af ter they had been go ing on for years.  It
was only due to the very ex cep tional in di vid ual
Jonathan Rosenberg just hap pen ing to get in volved,
along with some ef fec tively-or gan ised pub lic ity
campaigning by ten ants, that fi nally the wall of si lence
was breached and the Hous ing Cor po ra tion ac tu ally got
round to set ting up an in ves ti ga tion and sus pend ing the
Chief Ex ec u tive.  And only then the Hous ing Cor po ra -
tion’s news re lease at last gave the mat ter some pub lic
vis i bil ity.  If Jon a than Rosenberg had not been around,
or the ten ants had had less tal ent for or gan is ing, the
ARHAG case would still be a secret unknown to you and
me.

In re spect of 20-20, knowl edge of the abuses re mains
largely con fined to my self and the abus ers.  And even I
my self, even as Sec re tary, did not be gin to no tice what
was go ing on un til it be came clear that I was a vic tim
myself.  

So, al ready, on the ba sis of that con sid er ation of these 
two known cases, it should be clear that any other cases
are likely to be like wise unpublicised.  
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Where all those complaints disappear to

Sec ondly, let us con sider the causal pro cesses
through which a case of ha rass ment of ten ants by RSL
man age ment could be come pub lic, or al ter na tively fail to 
and dis ap pear with out trace.  

For a start, most cases are li a ble to not even get cate -
gor ised as ha rass ment in the first place.  Even the ten ant 
is likely to fail to un der stand they are a vic tim of
deliberate troublemaking – as in my own case un til an
ad vanced stage.  There is a well-known phe nom e non of
para noia, but equally im por tant is the op po site, less
well-known phe nom e non of hypo-para noia, in which a
per son is excessively lack ing in sus pi cion rather than
excessively sus pi cious.  Hon est, well-mean ing peo ple are 
usu ally hypo-paranoid (low in ‘psychoticism’).

And even where the ten ant per ceives the ma lign
intent, oth ers still dis miss it as “al le ga tions”.  Of the six
20-20 ha rass ment cases I have iden ti fied, three would be 
misclassified as “re pairs dis pute”, and the other three as
“noth ing hap pened”.  It is also no ta ble that none of the
20-20 cases had been re ferred to the HC or HO anyway.

Ha rass ment by RSL is also li a ble to be misclassified
as “wil ful rent ar rears”.  It was quite weird that as sec re -
tary I re peated again and again and again that it was not 
a great idea to ad ver tise in our cir cu lated min utes (in the 
days be fore the il le git i mate se crecy pol icy was in tro -
duced) that the ten ants could bor row up to a thou sand
pounds in ter est-free, when we could in stead leave the
actual num bers out of the main meet ing’s min utes – and
yet when oth ers did the min utes they again and again
put those un nec es sary ad verts back in and no-one else
thought it a prob lem.  It would of course look a lot more
re spect able to have ten an cies ap pear ing to end due to
arrears than due to some other mys te ri ous rea sons.  And
many RSL ten ants are ig no rant about what they can do
be yond com plain ing to the RSL.  Once they have
exhausted that op tion and like my self found them selves
in a web of crim i nal de ceit, they are li a ble to be eas ily
steered (by rent/evic tions/al lo ca tions of fi cer MM) into
feel ing that their only re dress is to take up that con spic u -
ous of fer of a loan which can be so-to-speak con verted
into a grant in the event of leav ing the ten ancy.  And that 
could also ex plain why RSLs are so overly content to
resort to eviction to resolve such cases.

Anyway, let us suppose that some cases slip
through those rather tight nets ....
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Be fore set ting out on our jour ney through the in sti tu -
tional maze, we must bear in mind the na ture of the
complainant.  It is in the na ture of vic tims of ha rass ment 
that they are likely to be rel a tively vul ner a ble, and lack -
ing in re sources.  They are most un likely to have much
ex per tise on hous ing man age ment, or know how to find
out.  They are un likely to have much in the way of of fice
skills or of fice/re search equip ment such as com put ers
and so on.  They are most un likely to have an of fice from
which to work.  In deed, by def i ni tion, they are un likely to 
have even a half-de cent home en vi ron ment from which
they can work.  And like my self, they may well not be
able to af ford a car or a driv ing licence, even if transport
alternatives are very arduous.

So they come to what I am about to ex plain to you
from a po si tion of great dis ad van tage com pared to you
the reader.   

It is nec es sary to next give some ex pla na tion about
the role of the In de pend ent Hous ing Om buds man
Service, which is des ig nated as the body authorised to
deal with com plaints from ten ants of RSLs.  Ways in
which a land lord can act in cor rectly can be fairly neatly
sorted into three categories.  

• Firstly there are matters of mere misjudgement or
misunderstanding.  

• Secondly there are cases involving the landlord
failing to follow correct procedure - which is called
maladministration.  

• And thirdly there are cases involving deliberate
wrongdoing by the management, such as fraud,
deception, and so on.  

The sorts of abuses I have listed ear lier (de lib er ate
ha rass ment, in tim i da tion, de ceit and fal si fi ca tion) ob vi -
ously fall into that last, most se ri ous cat e gory, even
though the HC no ta bly fail to ever men tion any thing
other than fraud and im proper awarding of contracts.  

Pro ceed ing on wards from this point, mat ters be come
spec tac u larly con fus ing.  If I found it con fus ing, how
much more con fus ing would that av er age, very dis ad -
van taged com plain ant find it?  

The official arrangement (which be warned, might
not actually make sense) is that:

• The Housing Corporation does not deal with
complaints from individual tenants; the Ombudsman 
deals with them instead. 

• Complaints about the third category of incorrect
behaviour, deliberate wrongdoing, are dealt with by
the Housing Corporation.  (The Ombudsman does not 
have the powers to force his judgements on a
wayward RSL and his inquiries are set up on the
basis that an RSL will undeviously co-operate with
them.)

And there you have the es sence of what I have called
“The Hous ing Reg u la tion Blind-Spot”, which was the
title of my third re port to the HC.  The con cept of an RSL
man age ment ha rass ing or de ceiv ing its ten ants sim ply
does not ex ist in Hous ing-Cor po ra tion-Land.  And it has
no pro ce dure to deal with it.  
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So now let us fol low the path of our vul ner a ble, dis ad -
van taged, se ri ously both ered in sti tu tional-ha rass ment
vic tim on their jour ney into this maze. 

•  First they complain to their RSL landlord, who
naturally indulges in further abuse instead.

• Then they complain to an appeals process of their
RSL.  

• They may try to get the police to investigate (but
they never do – see Blind-Spot report).

• They may just happen to notice that the local
authority’s Private Tenancy Officers are authorised
to bring criminal prosecution under the Protection
from Eviction Act 1977 (but in practice don’t).

• Then if they are (un?)lucky they get to learn how to
complain to the Ombudsman and do so.  But the
Ombudsman is based on the same false assumption
that the RSL managements are nice decent people
who will co-operate with his operations.  He does not
conduct interviews, visits, live hearings or
cross-examinations such as are considered
indispensible for criminal proceedings.  And he has
no powers to intervene anyway.  

• There is no appeal against the Ombudsman and even 
if his finding is in the victim’s favour nothing much
happens (unless the criminals improbably decide to
shop themselves – the Ombudsman eventually found 
ARHAG guilty of serious abuses but nothing much
was done as a result of his findings).

• Then the victim may by some tremendous fluke get
to learn from a fellow-rough-sleeper about the
Housing Corporation; and they may magically find
they have the use of an office for their continuing
efforts.

• Then they complain to the Housing Corporation
(even though they are told not to).

• Months (years?) pass with no reply.
• Then they proceed to the HC’s stage 2, complaining

about their complaint to the HC’s complaints team.
• Then they proceed to the HC’s stage 3, appealing

against the stage 2 decision to the Chief Executive.
• There is almost a remote possibility that the victim

might still be alive and still more than quarter-sane
at this point, and not trying to conduct their
campaign from a windy cardboard box underneath
the arches.

• If so, then they may complain to the Independent
Complaints Review Commissioner, or alternatively
write to their MP to see if they are willing to seek
Judicial Review.
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How ever...., long be fore that point is reached at least
one of sev eral things is al most cer tain to have brought
the pro cess to an im proper end.

• They may be unaware of the next of those options
• They may have been improperly evicted or frightened 

out of their home and consequently see little to be
gained from continuing to pursue a difficult line of
complaint for no apparent reward.

• They may have been intimidated into discontinuing
their complaints

• They may no longer have access to means for
collecting and storing relevant documents and
evidence, and writing their complaints, even if they
had these things to begin with. 

• Likewise they may not have undisturbed space in
which to think about the problems and how to
present a complaint about about them effectively.

• They may be halted by exhaustion or depression
about their difficulties.

• They may have become mentally disturbed, unable to 
concentrate or organise and present their thoughts
rationally and reasonably.

• They may have become extremely disillusioned with
the “system” and thereby persuaded to either give
up, or else present their case with extreme
defensiveness or bitterness.

• They may have gone mad and died, as happened to
one of 20-20’s victims.

• Above all, they may simply be waiting and waiting
and waiting without end for the Housing Corporation 
to do something.

And there are some further factors to bear in mind:
• There is no forum for aggrieved tenants to

collaborate together and on which to pool their
“libellous” claims.  Nor seemingly is there any way
that one could be formed, especially given the
disadvantaged nature of those involved.  

• At each stage of the chain, the case becomes more
complex and more difficult to keep track of and
explain to the next audience.

• No help, absolutely no useful help, is forthcoming for
the victim, not even legal aid.  I tried to get help from 
the police, Birmingham City Council’s Private
Tenancy Officers, the Shelter Advice Centre,
Citizens’ Advice, and a housing solicitor; all proved
utterly useless, and it became clear that everyone
else knew even less about harassment by housing
co-operative than I did myself.  It seems I am doomed 
to be the world’s leading expert on the subject.

Please note that these are not wild spec u la tions, but
in stead an all-too-re al is tic pic ture of the sit u a tion of an
iso lated vic tim of an RSL.  Rarely if at all would a ten ant
break through all those ob sta cles to gain pub lic ity and
jus tice.  So one can not take as counter evi dence the ob ser -
va tion that there are not thou sands of ten ants con spic u -
ously com plain ing about how they have been ha rassed
by RSLs.  And it is all the more re mark able that one does
in deed en coun ter some ten ants by internet search ing. 
One such tell ingly had posted a re ply say ing that he had
writ ten a great many times to the HC and so on, but to no 
avail.  One sus pects that many more such com plaints
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would be found on the internet if they were not re moved
on grounds of libellousness, or else the poster did not
bother in the first place anyway, in anticipation of such
removal.

Now let us add an other piece of ev i dence on this ques -
tion.  The HC’s Reg u la tory Code (para 2.3.3) re quires
RSLs to be trans par ent in their op er a tions, and it in di -
cates that it aims to be trans par ent like wise it self.  And
yet.  

The Hous ing Cor po ra tion has on its website a great
many doc u ments, yet there is a con spic u ous lack of
trans par ency about its own op er a tions in han dling
complaints.  No ac count is given of what com plaints
come to it, not even the crude num ber of them.  The only
thing re vealed is that sev eral times a year a press
release arises from an act of in ter ven tion in one or other
RSL.  That was how the ARHAG case be came public, for
instance.  

And even then, no de tails of what was al leged or
found are in cluded - merely the fact that reg u la tory
action has oc curred.  

The Om buds man does slightly better but still there is 
lit tle in di ca tion of what hap pened be yond ba sic sta tis -
tics.

The HC and HO are also lack ing in trans par ency
about quite how they con duct their in ves ti ga tions.  They
just say they may write to the ac cused par ties about the
com plaint.  Quite.  This hap pened in the ARHAG case - a
se ri ous ‘leak’ of con fi den tial in for ma tion from the HC to
the guilty par ties.  Why?  Sure, an ac cused should know
what he is ac cused of.  But not told all the con fi den tial
de tails.  It would be like the po lice writ ing to some one to
say  “It has been al leged that you were the mur derer of Mr
Bloggs, and we have found a green 16cm knife un der the
holly bush on the cor ner and also found your DNA on it
[etc.].  We’d be most grate ful if you could clar ify whether
our sus pi cions are cor rect or not, thank you.”

Mean while, to be fair to the HO, they also add the in -
for ma tion that they do not visit dur ing their in ves ti ga -
tions, as they con sider it would be a poor use of
re sources.  But would you think a crim i nal in ves ti ga tion
and trial con ducted en tirely by let ters and phone should
be acceptable?

It is tempt ing to sug gest that the rea son the HC do
not give any in di ca tion of how they carry out their in ves -
ti ga tions is be cause they do not do any.  Es pe cially in
view of the fol low ing ob ser va tions of mine.  In Sep tem ber 
2005, be cause I con sid ered my re ports to be very im por -
tant, I took them per son ally to the Wolverhampton
office.  On both oc ca sions I no ticed that the very large
open-plan of fice ap peared to be staffed by only one
person.  Then in Feb ru ary 2006 I re peat edly tried to con -
tact the Lon don of fices by phone over sev eral days.  And
it came to seem that the build ing was pop u lated with
just a load of an swer ing ma chines all say ing how their
owner would be away un til a week be fore or af ter and so I 
should con tact a col league’s un manned an swer ing
machine in stead.  Now, I do not want to jump to con clu -
sions here.  I have not had the HC of fices un der sus -
tained sur veil lance, but those are the facts as I know
them.  For all I know, they could all be bunk ing off, or
perhaps there may be some more respectable
explanation instead.
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To sum up the ev i dence on this ques tion, one sees
that vac uum of in for ma tion from this or gani sa tion
which pro claims its en thu si asm for trans par ency, and
one sees all those rea sons why one would ex pect few
cases ever to come to the sur face, and yet, one still does
get to hear of a few which es cape from those bounds.  And 
that to me speaks clearly that the wider scan dal is
indeed real and significant.  

The ARHAG case in volved nu mer ous ten ant vic tims;
my own 20-20 case has in volved at least six; it seems
likely that in most cases just one or two vic tims would be
targetted at any given time so that the ma jor ity are
quiescent.  Thus, we should not ex pect that a ma jor ity of
ten ants are suf fer ing in sti tu tional ha rass ment at a
given time.  But whether it is merely a tenth of a per cent
or as much as ten per cent is not so easy to ascertain.

My con clu sion that the HC’s reg u la tion of RSLs is
deficient is con curred with by the Shel ter Pol icy Unit.  
Shel ter's re sponse to the Hous ing Cor po ra tion
consultation (Jan 2006) stated:  
“Shel ter does not be lieve that RSLs are over-reg u lated in
any broad sense; .... we be lieve that the over all di rec tion of 
reg u la tion and scru tiny of RSLs needs to be up wards and 
out wards.”

An other piece of the Hous ing Cor po ra tion’s
Fairy-Land dogma is the no tion that smaller RSLs need
less reg u la tion.  My re ports here dem on strate the fal sity
of that as sump tion, both in prin ci ple and practice.  

Quite what is going on in the 
Housing Corporation’s offices?

In the pre ced ing I have sim ply been stat ing the facts
and rea son able in fer ences there from.  Whether the
cause of the sit u a tion I de scribed is hon our able or
dishonourable I can only spec u late.  Per haps the staff of
the HC are over worked, un der paid, de mor al ised, and
deserve our sym pa thy.  Per haps there is a short age of
the skills re quired to per form these tasks.  For all I can
tell, that could be the entire explanation.

Or maybe there is some thing more shame ful hap pen -
ing.  Per haps those ap par ently un der-pop u lated of fices
have no good excuse?  

Maybe there is a pre tence go ing on: 

Such a pre tence would keep the po lit i cal mas ters and
tax pay ers happy.  The only peo ple ag grieved would be
the vul ner a ble ten ants who have no voice any way.  It
would be in line with much in sti tu tional be hav iour in
recent years, choos ing a good time to bury bad news and
so on.  We saw just such a pre tence in ARHAG and 20-20, 
and it oc curred also in at least one other RSL which
openly stated that it was im por tant to put on a good
impression at the time of an in spec tion.   So it all looks all 
too plau si ble.  It need not even be a de lib er ate pol icy of
un wor thi ness; rather it could just be that no-one is par -
tic u larly mo ti vated to get ten ants’ con cerns prop erly
aired, nor are they rewarded for doing so.  
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I am not in a po si tion to re search these ques tions, so
the above can only be spec u la tion here.  What there is
little doubt of how ever, is that there is a sub stan tial
amount of ten ant dis tress which is not be ing ad dressed,
and that the of fend ers are get ting away with it with out
chal lenge, in deed get ting away with it while be ing
lauded as sup pos edly great com mu nity-build ing heroes.

I can not pre tend to be an ex pert on hous ing man age -
ment su per vi sion pol icy.  But it looks to me like the HC
sys tem is over cen tra lised, ex ces sively re mote, and
lacking in the open ness which it it self pro claims to be so
im por tant.  At the same time, there does ap pear to be
much merit in the sort of de volved ten ant-em pow er ment
struc tures ad vanced by, iron i cally, the same Nic Bliss
who dom i nates my own re ports.  My guess is that a
better sys tem of hous ing man age ment could in volve
varieties of ten ant em pow er ment which are care fully
designed to avert the sorts of prob lems I here re port, and
which are reg u lated not by the re mote HC in Lon don, but 
by lo cal au thor i ties, some what as coun cil hous ing once
was.  It is my hope that this book will stim u late oth ers to
research and discuss nationwide options such as these.
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My final reply to the Housing Corporation

I’ll end this section of the book with my final reply to the reply I eventually 
received from the people who pretend to be doing a good job of providing
decent housing.  I think it speaks for itself as a testament to the
disgraceful shambles that is the Housing Corporation.

Mr John Green
Head of Registrations and RASA
The Housing Corporation
Attenborough House, 109-119 Charles Street
Leicester
LE1 1FQ

2nd May 2006

Dear Mr Green,

Thank you for your letter of 28 April 2006.

I am grateful for your eventually taking the trouble to write at some length 
in reply concerning the reports I sent you about the Housing Regulation
Blind-Spot and 20-20.  

However, your letter contains incoherences and exemplifies the very
problem which it denies exists.

On the one hand you assert that there is no problem with the regulatory
system in need of correcting.  On the other hand you restate the false
assumption and defective incomplete categorisation of cases which is at the 
heart of the problem.  

You state that  “.... we work on the basis .... that RSLs are .... bodies, with
responsible governing boards/committees, who are accountable to their
residents, and in the case of Co-ops, to their members.”

Exactly.  You there pre-assume (and continue to assume) that the RSLs
operate responsibly and accountably, even when you have been tipped off
by an RSL’s Secretary with clear proof (not mere allegations) that those
presumptions are outrageously wide of the mark.

And those words of yours stand in interesting relationship to those of the
Housing Corporation’s booklet “Complaining about a Housing Association”, 
that:

“you can complain to the Housing Corporation when you believe people in a
housing association are acting illegally or improperly, for example
awarding contracts through fraud or favouritism.”

Sure, one can indeed complain when one “believes” such things, one can
even complain when one can clearly show those things; and sure the
Corporation will pre-assume one’s evidence away then do nothing about it.
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Ok, I concede that the Corporation will do one thing, namely parrot back
this other bit of the flat-earth dogma featured in your letter:  

.... “individual tenants’ complaints should be referred to the Independent
Housing Ombudsman ....”.

And that sentence is categorical without any qualifiers (such as ‘usually’ or 
‘normally’), as is this reiteration in that same “Complaining about a
Housing Association” booklet:

“The Housing Corporation does not investigate tenant or leaseholder
complaints, nor get involved in disputes between individuals and housing
associations. You should follow the steps set out previously [i.e. complain to
the Ombudsman] if you have a complaint about a housing association.”

So you are just parrotting back at me the key points of my Blind-Spot
report and then asserting that it still doesn’t really exist as a real problem.

Meanwhile you continue to assert that I should instead refer my proof
(not allegations that I ~”believe”~, but rather, proof) of criminal
wrongdoings and of gross subversion of the whole governance structure of
20-20), instead refer it to the Ombudsman.  And yet:-

• Elsewhere I am told by the Corporation that criminality should be
reported to the Corporation itself (in that quote above);

• And the Ombudsman has limited powers of investigation,
categorically not conducting interviews, visits or hearings let alone
cross-examinations such as would be considered mandatory in all
proper criminal investigations;

• And the Ombudsman lacks the powers of intervention that the
Corporation has and so his conclusions carry no weight with a
criminals-controlled RSL: “He relies on landlords complying by virtue
of their recognition of his impartiality and the integrity of his
processes” (Annual Report 2005).

• And this was exemplified in the ARHAG case where even though the
Ombudsman found serious abuses, still not much was done, and you
the Housing Corruptoration did nothing about it for a year or so, and
still would not have done if it were not that the exceptional
campaigner Jonathan Rosenberg chanced to get involved and some
tenants got well-organised in their protests.  

• The Ombudsman’s 2005 Annual Report indicated that 65% of his
cases involved nothing more than misunderstandings or
misjudgements (not even maladministration, let alone criminality
which is nowhere mentioned in connection with the Ombudsman).

• And in line with this the Ombudsman is clearly very much about
working with RSLs to resolve benign misunderstandings in a
mediatory co-operative way totally unsuited for investigating and
halting criminal abuses.

These facts ought to make plain to you that the Ombudsman is not
properly set up to handle cases of harassment by RSL (let alone total
subversion of the governance system), any more than the Corporation is.
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In an RSL controlled by its own tenants, quite how else would you expect a 
regime of accountability-bypassing deceit and criminal abuses to be
revealed except than by “individual tenants’ complaints” or “disputes
between individuals and housing associations”?  In the event that such a
tenant did uncover such criminal subversion of an RSL, quite what proper
procedures do you have in place to properly investigate and halt such
criminality?  

The fact is that you have no honest decent answer to those questions.  So
which is it? – that you and Clare Miller are idiots, or just not really into
housing regulation, or just plain liars?

In attempted defence of your defective system you cite that various reviews 
have found it to be satisfactory.  So what?  They did not consider my
reports before reaching that conclusion. Their earlier failure to notice a
fault cannot challenge the existence of the fault which I later clearly
demonstrate.  And they are just some bigwigs who have never lived in an
RSL in their lives.  By contrast I have been a committee member of a
“Co-operative” for over 20 years.  

You also untruthfully assert that “the issues of governance and housing
management covered in your various correspondence have been followed
up with the Co-op committee.”  But there is abundant proof that that is not 
so.  I have shown that the committee continue with an illegitimate regime
of secretiveness and deceit, preventing proper accountability.  And yet you
just write that claptrap about my “allegations”.

The Housing Corporation pretends to be about delivering quality housing
to tenants.  Yet at no time in my 16 years as an RSL tenant has the HC
ever asked me what I think.  And when I did spend a huge amount of time
on carefully presenting reports, when I as a 16-years tenant involved in
RSL management for 20 years did that, you – the Head of Registrations
and RASA no less – could not be bothered to properly read and coherently
engage with what I had written.  I think that says it all about your real
priorities.  Any genuine organisation would be grateful for and seriously
fascinated by such feedback from the frontline.

In conclusion, your reply is incoherent and inadequate.  It shows that you
as Head of Registrations and RASA are either grossly incompetent or
deceitful.  My book The Housing Corporation Scandal will be ready to send 
for printing within a few days.  If it shows you and the Director of
Regulation in a disgraceful light, that will be no fault of mine.

Yours sincerely,

Robin P Clarke

cc: Mr Peter Dixon, Chairman of the Housing Corporation
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     Questions that demand answers (1)

Readers may wish to write for the correct answers to: 

Mrs Clare Miller, Director of Regulation, and 
Mr Jon Rouse, Chief Executive, 
The Housing Corporation, 
Maple House, 149 Tottenham Court Rd, 
London, 
W1T 7BN

• Given that 20-20’s management consists exclusively
of tenants, then supposing it were operating a regime 
of criminality, deceit, and extreme secrecy thereby
subverting all proper accountability, in that situation 
would it not be expected that such abuses would just
about only be exposed by one of the management
personnel able to see inside that secrecy regime –
and hence one of the tenants?

• Would it be remotely reasonable to categorise such a
report as a “dispute between an individual and a
housing association”?   

• Would it be remotely reasonable for it to be
consigned for consideration only by the
Ombudsman’s procedure of friendly trusting
co-operation with the criminals in question?

• What proper procedures does the Housing
Corporation have for properly dealing with such an
important report of criminality in an RSL?
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Chapter Two: 
The Case of 20-20 “Co-operative”

Introduction to the case of 20-20

I’ll now give some nec es sary in tro duc tion be fore
letting my re ports to the Hous ing Cor po ra tion take over
the story.

While I’ve never been par tic u larly ex cited by the
subject of hous ing man age ment, I am nev er the less far
from be ing just a com mon-or-gar den ten ant of an RSL. 
I’ve been in volved in the man age ment of 20-20 Hous ing
(so-called) Co-op er a tive for more than twenty years and
been Sec re tary (at least in name) dur ing most of those.  
And for some years in the 1980s I was also on the
management com mit tee of BCHS – which pro vides
services to 20-20 and other pri mary hous ing co-ops. 
Indeed I was the Sec re tary (of sorts) of 20-20 only last
year.  And I’m the lon gest-stand ing mem ber, the only
remaining mem ber who was in volved with all the
founders in making it happen.  

In April 1985, I had been in vited by an ac quain tance,
Sue Shackle ton, to be come the twelfth mem ber of 20-20,
which had re cently been set up but did not yet have any
places for peo ple to live in let alone pol i cies about them.  I 
thus helped to make the 20-20 Co-op in a way that can not 
be said about any of the other pres ent members.

At first the co-op was a trust ing, trust wor thy,
genuinely co-op er a tive com mu nity of friends, who had
no se crets from one an other about the or gani sa tion.

Then about three years later, Nic Bliss (aka Nick
Baylis), the star of this story, joined 20-20 along with his
part ner Lucy Bastin.  And there af ter the or gani sa tion
pro gres sively trans formed to be come in creas ingly
bureaucratic, cen tral ised, se cre tive, cliqu ish, and
ultimately a pack of ha rass ing li ars.  Then in 2005 they
launched a mul ti ple at tack upon my self.  Even tu ally I
came to see their de cep tions for what they were.

The sit u a tion now, as I write this, in cludes that I
have to cope with the prob lems they have gen er ated,
have been thrown out of the now-se cret man age ment
com mit tee and been sent let ters threat en ing my evic tion
from my home of 16 years.

Af ter this in tro duc tion I shall put here a sum mary of
the ha rass ments and a timeline of events in the 20-20
story.  Af ter that fol lows the third of my re ports to the
Hous ing Cor po ra tion - “The Hous ing Reg u la tion
Blind-Spot” (Jan 2006) and the fifth (April 2006 re
“Helen White” re port) and fourth (Feb 2006).  These
reports were orig i nally neatly for mat ted as A3/A4
centre-sta pled book lets (with this same type face) (if this
book is A4 size then I have just im ported those re ports as 
is).  I may add a few key cor re spon dence items.  You can
also hear the au dio re cord ings ev i dence at 
www.2020housing.co.uk .
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I do not in clude my first and sec ond re ports to the
Hous ing Cor po ra tion be cause they were largely re it er -
ated in my Blind-Spot re port (and I need to keep the cost
of this book to a minimum).

The months af ter the sec ond re port and be fore the
third were taken up with man ag ing / cop ing with the
situation at this ad dress, with seek ing help (in vain) via
the po lice, PTO, ad vice cen tres, and so lic i tors, and then
with much study ing of the op tion of tak ing le gal ac tion
my self as lit i gant in per son, and fi nally with strug gling
to pro duce that com plex re port (be ing some one who
failed English language exams twice).

In this update I have removed a section at this point 
(about a supposed additional case of harassment) on
learning that what I had been told was untrue. 
The “victim” himself disconfirmed the account to me.
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I have removed this content from here because it may
have encouraged lazy “main-point”ism.
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Summary of main harassments under the regime of
“Senior Community Regeneration Officer” Nic Bliss



   20-20 timeline  

1985  - I become a member of 20-20, before any
tenancies or policies exist.

1988ish  - Nic Bliss and Lucy Bastin become members.  
NB later becomes treasurer.

1990 - I become a tenant of 20-20.
1993  - NB pays 20-20 cheque into his own account,

and intercepts letters from the HC; cons the
committee into believing it was all just
“accidental”.

[ I have removed this content from here as it may
encouarage lazy “main-point”ism. ]
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- Meanwhile I am continuing with coping with 
the harassment situation.
- Lock-changing incidents occur.

2005 Dec-Jan  - I spend much time preparing Blind-Spot
report to HC.

2006 February  - I send update report to HC.
2006 March   - I await response from HC.

- Meanwhile I start work on getting the urgent 
mercury poisoning problem sorted (after 10
months delay due to the harassment crisis).

2006 April  - I obtain the “Helen White” report, and
arduously prepare my commentary on it. 
- I receive letter from 20-20 threatening
eviction on grounds of refused access to Flat 3.  
- Midge Miller assault against me.  
- I chance to hear that J Dowd was driven out
by harassment.  
- I send letter to HC giving deadline for action
by the 28th. 
- I prepare this book in (correct) anticipation
of no proper action. 

2006 May  - I send final letter to HC (earlier herein)
- This book finished and printed.

- Update.  Actually, my printing job (along
with many others’) was been held up for four
weeks now so I am making the first few copies 
myself (with yellow covers).  
- I have been sent a Court Notice of Hearing
re Claim for Possession. ]

This updated edition of book:
- The “Co-operative” have initiated a deceitful
and groundless legal action for my eviction.  I
have filed a defence and counterclaim. 
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     Questions that demand answers (2)

Readers may wish to write for the correct answers to: 

Mrs Lynn Mansell, 
40 Homer Street, 
Balsall Heath, 
Birmingham 
B12 9QX

• Why else did the Secretary R Clarke bring two audio
recorders and microphones to try to record the
August meeting, other than because falsification was 
being committed by N Bliss and others including
yourself, and he wished to prevent it?

• Why did you and all the others so resolutely oppose
the recording, even of non-confidential parts, with no 
good reason, if you had nothing to hide?

• What was the point of preventing the General
Meeting called by the Secretary R Clarke in
September 2005?

• Why did you refuse to discuss anything other than
rents at the October General Meeting?

• Is it not utterly ridiculous to suppose that members
are forbidden from speaking about anything else not
on an agenda at a general meeting (as per your
repeated assertions on my recording)?  Do you
believe that they are equally not permitted to talk
about these other things during the weeks when
there are no meetings?  Or do you instead believe
that members can discuss anything anytime until
the moment a general meeting starts at which this
peculiar censorship imposes itself?  Do you (or does
anyone ever) follow such a rule in reality?

• Do you know of any other organisation in which
“transacting of business” is interpreted as including
all discussing and answering of questions?

• Or could it be that you were merely unworthily
looking for any old pretended excuse to avoid being
put on the record by my recording of that meeting, to
evade accountability for your deceits and abuses?

• Why did you so consistently go out of your way to
secretise and stitch up your meetings (as documented 
in my reports here) if you had nothing to hide and
instead were trying to be accountable to the
members?

I could add plenty more here but it is surely more
appropriate for most such questions to be asked in
recorded police interviews and in a criminal courtroom. 
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Part 1:  Introductory

The Essence of the Blind-Spot

This report documents a serious shortcoming in 
the system of regulation of the publicly-funded
housing which is owned by Registered Social
Landlords (RSLs) such as housing associations
and housing co-operatives.  

The Housing Corporation has responsibility for
ensuring the proper regulation of those RSLs.
But this report shows that there is a lack of
proper provision for circumstances in which
management of an RSL becomes dominated by
persons engaged in abusing their landlord
powers for the purpose of harassing tenants to
leave their tenancies.

Such harassment is specified as a criminal
offence by the Protection from Eviction Act
1977.  And yet no institution is properly set up
to police such criminality.

• The Housing Corporation does not investigate 
cases relating to individual tenants; they are
referred to the Housing Ombudsman instead.

• The Housing Ombudsman’s procedures are
predicated on the assumption that it is
dealing with RSL managements which are
overall benevolent and honest rather than
malevolent and deceitful.  It is not set up to
investigate situations where an RSL
management is dominated by people who are
deliberately abusing their powers.

• Neither do the police have procedures to
tackle such offences:

“The police will only prosecute where the
conduct amounts to some other offence
other than the Protection from Eviction Act 
1977” (Landlord and Tenant Law, M.
Davey 1999, page 101).   

“The police do not normally intervene
unless physical violence is involved.   ....   a 
lack of awareness of anti-harassment laws
often leads to police declining to intervene”
(Textbook of Housing Law, J. Morgan
1998, page 88). 

• And while a private prosecution could in
theory be pursued, no legal aid would be
available.
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9 Augusta Rd.   Flat 3 above Flat 1. 

It is notable that various architectural details are identical to those of 18 Park Rd.
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Key factors underlying the
blind-spot

A number of factors appear to have contributed
to this oversight.

1. There is a widespread assumption that
RSLs are positive organisations directed
towards helping tenants rather than
harassing them.  And a related assumption is 
that RSL managements lack motives for
harassing tenants.  These assumptions may
well be valid in respect of most RSLs; but are
certainly not in the cases which will be
documented here.

2. Such harassment is liable to consist of acts 
which on the surface appear to be perfectly
reasonable: 

“The significance of a single act, which
might appear justifiable when viewed in
isolation, may only become appreciated
when set in the context of all the
defendant’s activities.” (Textbook of
Housing Law, J Morgan 1998, page 89)

3. ‘Novel’ concepts, not yet recognised,
commonly tend to lack due appreciation as
valid, as is attested by centuries of scientific
history.

4. The harassment is liable to be reported to
authorities solely in a way that leads them to 
falsely assume that the complaints are the
product of a disturbed or unreasonable mind
rather than of real harassment.

5. It is in the nature of criminal activities
that they tend to be hidden, so that what can
be readily demonstrated is only the tip of a
larger iceberg of realities either dismissed as
mere ‘allegations’ or not even discovered at
all.  

The experience of scientific history is that
appreciation of novel concepts and unthinking
of false assumptions notoriously present great
difficulty for even the sharpest of minds.  So it
may be best to expound more fully on various
points as a prelude to my account of some of the 
facts of a particular case.



Some Basic Principles of
Co-operative Harassment

If some ill-intentioned people were in a
position of control in a secretively-run housing
co-operative, and they wished to relieve one of
the better flats of its barely-coping tenant, how
should they most efficiently go about it?  The
unsophisticated traditional thing to do is to
keep going round every-now-and-then to
frighten the tenant or cause some other trouble, 
damage or whatever. 

But there are some far easier, far safer, yet
far more powerful methods of harassing the
tenant.  Such as the following.

1. When one or more flats in the same house
as the tenant, just along the corridor from
them, become vacant, the harassers can
secretly select the most unsuitable
neighbours for them.  The harassment team
can select a person of totally contrasted
lifestyle preferences, and who is perhaps a
vulnerable convicted criminal paranoid
chronic alcoholic who has plenty of criminal
associates to bring home.  They can then be
sure that there will be much disturbance,
mess, damage, conflict, distrust, lack of
cooperation, etc, with no further effort on
their part (or more precisely a deliberate lack 
of effort on their part).  And with no end in
sight for the tenant.  The team just sit back
and watch.

2. Furthermore, the team can exploit the fact 
that they also control the complaints
procedure.  A paranoid alcoholic can be relied 
on to make complaints.  They will be
unworthy complaints, but the harassment
team will be the judge so they can find in
favour of the alcoholic and instead find the
target tenant guilty of causing the trouble.  
And if the tenant complains about the
alcoholic in turn, then they can find the
tenant guilty of making a false complaint
instead.  They cannot lose.  As prima-facie
well-meaning unpaid volunteer workers for a
housing charity they have the overwhelming
benefit of the doubt in each and every
tribunal.  (And when they have successfully
driven the target tenant insane or into
homelessness, then they can easily winkle
out the vulnerable alcoholic in turn, for
instance by provoking him or making false
complaints to the complaints system they
control.)

3. If there is in the building a fault which is
seriously distressing to the tenant, but which
is not easily demonstrable to be seriously
distressing, then the team can exploit that
too by pretending that it is really nothing
more than a triviality about which the tenant 
should stop unreasonably complaining.  And
they can pretend that that fault would be

vastly too difficult to put right anyway.  And
then that serious fault will continue to harass 
the tenant automatically, every day forever,
with no hope of respite in prospect, and with
no further effort or risk on the team’s part.

4. The harassers can get any new neighbour
relationships off to a bad start.  First
impressions tend to stick and be very hard to
overcome, even if totally unjustified.  So when 
a team-member brings a new tenant for the
neighbouring flat, they can subtlely poison
the relationship with some well-chosen lies or 
misleading words.  Again, the poisoned
relationship will harass the tenant
automatically, constantly, indefinitely, with
no further effort or risk for the harasser.

5. They can also send official letters
consisting entirely of slanderous falsehoods,
and misuse the policymaking and
decisionmaking processes, and so on.

Advanced techniques such as these can be
vastly more distressing to the tenant, not least
because the harassers can plausibly make out
that they are just doing a charitable job, with
the tenants’ misfortunes being due to mere
chance.

 Appearance eclipsing Reality?
I have so far sketched less than the whole

outline of this phenomenon, which I will
elaborate more fully further on.  But for now
please consider this important question:  How
would such a situation manifest to the Housing
Corporation?  Would you expect such a victim,
trying to cope with the daily mayhem of
selected problem neighbours, plus constant
apprehension as to what further abuses the
landlords will do next, to calmly write you a
dispassionate patiently-composed analysis?  Or
would it not be more sensible to expect that
even the absolute best that such a victim could
manage would be a document amply betraying
the deep disturbance and confusion created by
the situation it correctly reports?  

And yet people I have discussed this report
with have advised me about trivia of language. 
For example I was told of the original draft of
my letter that I should not use the rather
unremarkable word “infested”, because that
could result in it being assumed to be unworthy 
of reading.  Whether those speculations about
your presumptions are correct I would not
know, but they were strongly emphasised by
more than one advisor.  And if correct, then
they would go a long way to accounting for the
housing regulation blind spot—that is that
there is a false presumption that those
emphatically-presented or otherwise defective
letters are not reporting anything real, and
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hence the system is contentedly designed
according to that false premise:  “We never
receive any real evidence of a problem.”

Just as a competent motorist would be
expected to slow down at corners rather than
blame the road, so one would have thought that 
any competent administrator would have the
basic skill of seeing beyond defective
presentation to the content underlying it.  

Perhaps the situation is reinforced by the
fact that in many RSLs the scenario I am here
describing would be impossible, and yet their
tenants include many disturbed persons who
would still have delusions that it was the case;

and hence there would be some validity in a
generalisation that such disturbed reports are
indeed without foundation.  But that still does
not constitute any sort of justification for a
system which contains a blind spot for a serious 
defect that exists in at least some housing
provision.

Given that I am someone who has been
relatively well-placed as secretary and most
longstanding member of an RSL and and can
type and compose reports of a sort, one has to
wonder how much more of this there might be
that also fails to register on your radar.  
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Part 2:  Towards understanding the case of 20-20 

Further details regarding this case, cited
documents, etc, I can send on request.

Part 2a:  Secretiveness and Malgovernment 
of 20-20 Housing Co-operative and BCHS

[Pre.S.:- BCHS is a subsidiary of Accord HA.]

Before showing you what is being covered
up, I shall show you that cover-up itself
(because it can be done in far fewer words).

Overview
In an attempt to cover up the harassments

by Treasurer Nic Bliss, Correspondence
Secretary Midge Miller, and possibly others,
various abuses have occurred culminating in an 
illegitimate regime of extreme secrecy being
imposed against the membership of 20-20.  

Implicated in this malgovernment are
Chairman Lynn Mansell, Treasurer Nic Bliss,
Correspondence Secretary Midge Miller, Julius
Swift, and BCHS personnel Ursula Barrington,
Phil Brown, and Jon Stevens.   Various other
usual committee-attenders are liable to have
been involved, namely Lucy Bastin, Liz Ryan,
Eamonn Reagan, and the current Secretary
Stephanie Williams, though some uncertainty
prevails due to the regime of secrecy itself.  But
certainly all those at least passively acquiesced
in the abuses. 

A listing of events here follows, then a fuller
account of the events and the evidence
concerning them.

· Assent to falsification at July meeting
· Assent to falsification at August meeting
· Unwarranted prevention of recording by

secretary at August meeting
· Unwarranted suppression of a special

general meeting
· Contrived dismissal of whistleblower

Secretary at September meeting
· Secret, illegitimate decision to make the

meetings totally secret
· A totally stitched-up system of meetings

implemented
· Lack of 2005 AGM reports
· Silencing letter from Lynn Mansell

All these took place with the conscious
approval of the Chairman Lynn Mansell.  The
only person to object to these abuses was
myself.

Preceding events
Over a period up to mid-2005 certain acts of

harassment were committed by Nic Bliss,
Midge Miller and possibly others.  These are
currently the subject of pending legal actions,
but meanwhile certain other abuses, detailed
below, were committed in the hope of covering
up those offences.  

One of those acts of criminal harassment
occurred at the June 2005 meeting, when Midge 
Miller deceitfully claimed that an anonymous
letter could not be considered by the meeting,
and that he could not identify who it was from. 
This occurrence was clearly witnessed by Lynn
Mansell, Nic Bliss and Julius Swift among
others.  No person with a remotely normal
memory could fail to remember such an
outrageously anti-cooperative occurrence at the
meeting.  But in the event it was pretended into 
non-existence in the “accepted” minutes of
June, as follows: 

“Any other business.  Point raised regarding making
indoor communal areas of flats non-smoking. ....
agreed policy to be drafted .... Robin to draft
proposed policy for consideration.”

Falsification at July 2005 meeting 
According to the Rules it is the duty of the

secretary to take the minutes.  But I did not
even know there were any Rules and often
forgot to go to meetings or was too tired to take
minutes.  So minutes were often taken by
others.   Those cited above and below were
taken by Chrissie Muirhead of BCHS who has
found herself an unwillling middleman in this
dispute.

If you examine the archive of minutes, you
will see that the “Minutes of last meeting”
section usually just says “Accepted as correct”,
or just corrects some minor error.  So it is very
peculiar that the (“accepted”) minutes of July
2005 have the following instead:

“Minutes of last meeting:  N Bliss proposed that the
minutes be accepted, J. Swift seconded, a request
from a member for a vote on whether the minutes
should be accepted was held.  Six voted in favour of
acceptance, one objection and one abstention. 
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N Bliss explained for the benefit of the new member
the procedure of a meeting."

Therefore, it is clear that that account (not
written by me) was covering up something
importantly contentious.  What actually
happened at that July 2005 meeting was as
follows.  

I attempted to raise with the committee the
matter of the abovementioned deceit and abuse
of office by Midge Miller (at the June meeting),
by seeking to have it recorded in the minutes.  

I did that by emailing a corrections
document (important correction.eml) on 21 July 
to Chrissie Muirhead (who had taken the
minutes), and also handing out copies of it to all 
at the July meeting (2020 minutes
correction.doc; on page 27 here).  There followed 
two or three minute’s silence, broken by Julius
Swift saying simply “No”, at which I asked why, 
at which he said he did not have to give any
reason, at which I said all this shameful deceit
would be reported to the Housing Corporation,
at which Mr Miller asked “Is that a threat?” to
which I replied “It is a statement”.  

Then Chairman Lynn Mansell suggested
that some of it was a bit subjective (more to the
point a lot of it was not).  Then Nic Bliss joined
in (in his usual arrrogated chairman role) with
the proposal that they just vote to accept the
minutes as they stood.  No attempt at an excuse 
for the censorship was offered.  The suppression 
of that important information was supported by 
Lynn Mansell, Julius Swift, and Nic Bliss,
among others.  

Falsification at August meeting
The “accepted” minutes of the August

meeting state:

“Minutes of last meeting:  R.Clarke handed out
copies of suggested amendments to the minutes.  N
Bliss proposed that the minutes be accepted as a true
record; J. Swift seconded. For 3; against 1; abstain
2.”

At that August 2005 meeting I attempted to
raise with the committee (again by seeking its
recording in minutes) that first matter of
falsification of minutes, plus a further
important falsification namely the omitting of
the fact that Nic Bliss and Midge Miller had
sudden ran out of the July meeting without
good reason but simply to avoid being called to
account for their criminal deceptions.  So I
handed out copies of “Minutes of July 2005.doc”
(on page 28 here).  At this Nic Bliss said “I
haven’t read this but I propose we just vote to
accept the minutes as already circulated”. 
Again the suppression of that information was
supported by Nic Bliss, Lynn Mansell, Julius
Swift and possibly others.

Prevention of audio recording of
the August meeting

At that August meeting I (the Secretary)
had also attempted to make audio recordings, to 
counter the continuation of the falsifications
abovementioned.  As stated in the “accepted”
August 2005 minutes:

“R.Clarke had set up equipment intending to record
the meeting.  N.Bliss proposed that meeting not be
recorded; L Mansell seconded. For 4; against 1;
abstain 1.”

As it turned out, you can hear my audio
recording of the vain search for worthy excuses
to justify stopping that recording, followed by
their unjustified decision to stop it (audio files
at www.2020housing.co.uk).  Clearly implicated 
in this further violation of Housing Corporation 
Rules are Lynn Mansell, Lucy Bastin, Julius
Swift, Ursula Barrington (BCHS), Phil Brown
(BCHS), and most particularly Nic Bliss who
can be heard in his usual arrogated Chairman
role repeatedly directing people with “don’t
respond to him” and “I propose we just vote” –
thus evidencing his hostility to discussion as
well as to honesty and openness.  

You can also hear Nic Bliss twice utter the
slanderous falsehood that I had supposedly
breached proper confidentiality of meetings. 
That excuse about confidentiality is even more
bogus in that it would obviously be easy to turn
off the recording during any confidential
matter, which only features rarely and then
only in the “housing management” part of the
meeting.  

You can also hear Phil Brown claiming that
having a vote on whether to ban the recordings
supposedly constitutes democracy.  One would
have thought that a more valid conception of
democracy would be quite different, entailing
open accountability to the full membership and
properly justified resolutions rather than
pressure for mere rubber-stamp-imposition of
secrecy.  

And most tellingly you can hear that after I
asked “Why did Nic run out of the previous
meeting?”, there was no reponse, then carrying
on as if nothing had happened at that point
(explained in Part 2b).

(Transcripts of these recordings are at the
end of this report.)
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Unwarranted suppression of special 
general meeting

On 5th September I attempted to bring
these abuses under the attention and control of
the wider membership, by sending notifications
of a Special General Meeting on the 21st
September.  In response to this, an
inappropriate response was circulated in the
name of Lynn Mansell (but at the members’
expense).  This misleadingly asserted that “the
unsubstantiated allegations have never been
reported to the committee” and falsely claimed
that “the committee have no evidence
whatsoever to support his allegations” (even
though the committee including Lynn Mansell
witnessed some of them with their own eyes and 
ears which is exactly why I tried to record the
meetings) and that that General Meeting would 
supposedly be invalid because it was not in
accordance with Rule 20 (the need for the
committee to sanction such a notice).  But as I
made clear in a rejoinder, this was the one
situation where Rule 20 should be disregarded,
as no corrupt committee would ever sanction a
meeting to dismiss itself.  

In unrealistic theory, I could supposedly
persuade six members to defy the severely
intimidating situation of having their housing
controlled by criminals, so as to satisfy another
Rule that a meeting would be mandated by a
request from ten percent of the members; but
that obviously in practice does not honestly
amount to anything whatsoever.

Abuses to suppress whistleblower
at the September meeting

A letter circulated in the name of Lynn
Mansell invited members to send in any
complaints they may have about me the
Secretary, but did not make any similar
invitation to send in complaints about any
others, such as those who were guilty of
genuine abuses rather than merely making
honest challenges to them.

At the September meeting, a report 
consisting in effect entirely of untruths was
presented by BCHS Director Jon Stevens, with
a view to getting me removed as Secretary and
Committee-member.  Mr Stevens had not made
even the slightest attempt to obtain my
responses to the false allegations before
presenting them to the meeting.  And no
attempt was made to ensure I would be there to 
respond to the allegations.  Indeed, that
meeting was not properly notified anyway.  The 
date was mentioned somewhere in that letter
from Lynn Mansell; the (non-standard) venue
was mentioned at the end of the August
minutes; and the time was not notified
anywhere.  

As it happened, I just did manage to put
that date together with that venue and with the 
fact that 20-20 meetings usually begin at 7 pm,
and so just happened to be present to hear
those false allegations paraded against me.  I
include the full details of that
improperly-conducted process to remove a
whistleblower in part 2c here.  And (for reasons
explained in part 2b herewith) all the main
personnel of 20-20 plus the BCHS Director Jon
Stevens assented in those misrepresentations of 
truth as falsehood and vice-versa.

A secret, illegitimate decision to
make the meetings totally secret

It has been a characteristic of 20-20 since its 
founding 20 years ago, that the members are
informed of all committee meetings and invited
to attend them (even though in practice almost
only the same handful turn up).  And minutes
of the meetings are circulated to all.

It appears that it is not stated in the Rules
that these things must be done.  But that is
because it is something stronger than a written
rule, rather it is a fundamental principle of the
nature of the organisation, which the founders
did not consider to need specifically stating. 
For example, neither is it stated in the Rules
that the committeemen may include women, or
that the language of the association’s
documents should be English, but it cannot
really be doubted that a resolution that women
would not be allowed to be committeemen, or
that the documents should henceforth be in
Japanese, would be considered an inexcusable
breach of unwritten understandings.

No minutes of the scandalous September
meeting were circulated.  Nor was any notice
circulated of the October committee meeting. 
Just a notice was sent of a General meeting
that month, required to approve the rent
increases.  While waiting for that meeting to
begin, Eamonn Reagan (at whose flat the
meeting was) just happened to mention that the 
committee meeting the next day was the place
for any other matters to be discussed.  This
came as a surprise to me and my neighbouring
tenant, as we had been given no idea that there
was to be such a meeting.  My subsequent
inquiries led to no enlightenment until I phoned 
Chrissie Muirhead of BCHS, when she
informed me that the committee meetings were
now exclusively for committee members only.  

In line with that policy, no minutes of the
October or November meetings were circulated
and no notice of those committee meetings
given.

That secrecy policy was evidently introduced 
after the September meeting and before the
October meeting.  No further explanation of
how, when, why, or by whom it was introduced
has been offered.  But it presumably must have
been with the approval of the Chairman Lynn
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Mansell, and without any protest from
Secretary Stephanie Williams or other
committee-members.  

That secrecy policy needs to be considered in 
combination with the next point.

A totally stitched-up system of
meetings implemented

You can hear my recording of the October
general meeting, in which you can hear that
they resolutely refused to discuss anything
other than the rents on the rather pathetic
grounds that that was the only thing on the
agenda (though ironically, after I had turned off 
the recording apparatus, all sorts of other
things got discussed).  In reality the Rules do
not prohibit discussing of things not on the
agenda; Rule 20 states: “shall not transact any
business other than that mentioned in the
notice”, in which “transact any business”
obviously means “make decisions” rather than
“discuss” or “ask questions”.  On that recording
you can again hear the hostility of certain
persons to the recording being made, namely
Lynn Mansell and Lucy Bastin.  You can also
hear the refusal of any of them to allow
discussion of anything else to be recorded.  

You can also see the clear demonstration
that when offered an excellent opportunity to
put the truth on record, Nic Bliss, Lynn
Mansell and all the others eagerly refused that
opportunity rather than eagerly made use of it.  
Why?

They have thus imposed a new regime,
totally stitched up against all accountability, in
which there are only two types of meetings, as
follows. (1) The usual Committee meetings
which are not only banned from recording but
actually totally secret now.  And (2) the General 
meetings at which only pre-sanctioned topics
may be discussed, such as the rent increases.  

Lack of 2005 AGM reports
Unprecedentedly in 20 years, there were no

reports presented at the 2005 AGM, as if
troubling developments somehow justify silence 
(and lack of discussion) at that point.  

Letter threatening me to join in the
suppression

A letter dated 10th November [3] signed by
Chairman Lynn Mansell demanded that I close
down my www.2020housing.co.uk  website and
cease telling people about the criminal
activities of Nic Bliss and Midge Miller, and
threatened legal action if I continued to do so.  

Conclusions of this part
A measure of just how pathetic this

hyper-secretive hyper-exclusive clique situation 
is may be gleaned from a comparison with the
Two Piers Co-op in Brighton.  Their website
states that:

“Our Committee of Management or Board of
Directors comprises all 90+ members. We don’t have
an Executive Committee.” 

And Two Piers are larger than 20-20.  And
judging from their website, their system results 
in far better management.

Was there any good reason for the
introduction of this regime of secrecy in 20-20? 
Could it be that Robin Clarke or others were
excessively disrupting the business?  On the
contrary it is clear from the tape recordings
that that was not the case—you can hear that it 
is rather Lynn Mansell, and Nic Bliss and his
supporters who disrupt the business with
diversions to questions of whether the recording 
should take place; and in the event the
business—rent increases, banning the
recording, sanctioning further deceit, etc., did
get done anyway.

And while there was no good reason for
introducing all this secrecy and lack of
openness and involvement, there was certainly
a clear bad reason, namely attempting to cover
up the harassment of three-plus tenants which
Robin Clarke had uncovered.  And putting that
secrecy together with the peculiarly high rate of 
evictions during a housing shortage for the
flagship co-op of “Senior Community
Regeneration Officer” and Chairman of CCH,
Nic Bliss, one has to wonder how many other
cases of hushed-up harassment have already
succeeded undocumented. 

The personnel to blame for this cover-up
have included not only Treasurer-Boss Nic Bliss 
and Correspondence Secretary Midge Miller,
but also Chairman Lynn Mansell and the
BCHS director Jon Stevens, and meanwhile
other members of 20-20 and BCHS just went
along with that cover-up, and none expressed
any objection other than myself Robin Clarke.  

Quite why and how has this happened is
explained in Part 2b of this report.
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Part 2b:  How and Why 20-20 Went Wrong

“What I worry about most is whether all the
commotion of big science obscures the voices of
a few homeless people who are today’s versions
of the great geniuses of old.”    

   – Prof. DK Simonton, 
author of the book Scientific Genius
http://www.the-scientist.com/yr1989/feb/opin2_
890206.html

“I am getting more and more depressed about
the inability of scientists to step outside the
narrowest of confines to lift their eyes to novel
concepts.”  [personal letter]

   – Prof. David Horrobin, 
self-made multi-millionaire EFA pioneer 

“Robin P Clarke is one of those rare souls”;
“excellent”; “fine work” 

    – Bernard Rimland, Citation Classic
author and world’s most famous autism
scientist, commenting on ‘A theory of general
impairment of gene-expression manifesting as
autism’   [personal letters]

This case is different in kind from others you 
will have encountered.  In scientist-speak it
presents a new paradigm.  Harassment by
Housing Co-operative appears to be an
unknown phenomenon – indeed seemingly
rather improbable.  So it would be best to
explain to you in some fullness quite why and
how this has come about.

We are dealing here with the actions of very
cunning skilled deceivers.  They disguise their
criminality as goodness and official propriety. 
Even I was taken in for 16 years by these
conmen.  Their official letters consist almost
entirely of untruths but have the semblance of
authoritative proof that it is the victims who
are the offenders.  Will they con you too?

There is the following difference between the 
account I will give you and that of those I am
reporting on (in addition to the direct proof on
various points).

The others’ account
On the one hand the others can at best

resort to asserting some selected “facts” (mostly 
untrue) cited out of context and without any
indication of any preceding causal background.  
No attempt to answer the question “Why is this 
happening?”.  Indeed, near the end of my
August audio recording you can hear
Chair/man Lynn Mansell twice saying “We’re
not sure what your intentions are, Robin”.  So

there you hear the documented testimony of no
less than the Chairman that she could not
understand what was going on.  

Just ask “why” about their claims and
actions.  Most conspiciously, they cannot
provide any acceptable explanation of why they
have abruptly become so hyper-secretive in
their managing of the co-op, as detailed in
previous sections.

My account
In contrast, my own account provides an

obviously coherent explanation in terms of
solidly-established psychological science.  

I shall now start on showing you that
explanation.

Motives
Some of the houses and flats of 20-20 are

much better than others, and so there is an
incentive to harass out those whose flats appear 
to be better, especially where the rents
markedly fail to reflect their desirability, as is
very much the case in 20-20.  For a member
such as Midge Miller, who has no prospect of
ever being an owner-occupier, the only way to
get a better flat is if one becomes vacant for him 
to transfer to—an unlikely event given that
there are only a handful of such flats in the
co-op.

The roots of the failure
I joined 20-20 Housing Co-op in 1985 just

after it started.  I am the only remaining
member from the time when it was just an idea
with no tenancies or policies.  I helped to make
that Co-op.  In its early years it was
characterised by maximal democracy and
openness, with every member (and later every
tenant) entitled to speak and vote at every
meeting.

Some years after I joined 20-20, Nic Bliss
(NB) and his partner Lucy Bastin (LB) joined
too, in about 1998, and rapidly NB became the
effective boss (by taking on the role of
treasurer).  Since then that genuinely
Co-operative organisation has progressively
become transformed into a deceitful,
highly-secretive, malgoverned clique, extremely 
centralised on NB’s flat.  
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In the case of 20-20 several factors have
particularly favoured it becoming dominated by
a corrupt clique of deceivers indulging in
anti-cooperative abuses:
1. There was an inadequate supply of

volunteers (aggravated by factors 2 and 3
below) which eventually left the organisation
at the mercy of whoever could be bothered to
run it, for whatever motives.

2. The source population was largely not
selected for cooperativeness, reducing still
further the quantity of cooperative
motivation available.

3. Leakage of talent has occurred via all the
founders leaving to buy homes of their own.

4. The RSL management expertise of Nic
Bliss is very much greater than that of all the 
other members put together.

5. There is a stranglehold of information flow 
via NB’s flat, phone, and computer (lacking
any other office; and even BCHS as any kind
of substitute is very inconveniently located
and distant for non-car-users).  In
contravention of Rules 49 and 60, even the
Seal of the Co-op has been held in NB’s flat
for the past 10 years or more.

6. 16-18 Park Rd is an effective base for NB’s 
clique, and strategically remote from all other 
20-20 sites.

7. Varying sizes and quality of flats create
strong motives for hostile actions.

The severity of the crucial shortage of
volunteers is illustrated by the fact that I
myself have been Secretary so much of the time 
(including in the last year).  Any organisation
which has such an incompetent person as me as 
its Secretary (very absentminded and untimely
and unreliable and extremely slow at writing –
I failed English language O-Levels twice) must
certainly be very undersupplied with
volunteering.

A first part about the role of 
Nic Bliss

This is the same Nic Bliss who diverted
about £3000 of co-op money into his own
personal bank account some years ago (see
Minutes of June and July 1993).  And the
Housing Corporation sent one or more letters
querying this, but Nic Bliss intercepted at least
one such letter.  I recall at a management
meeting that former 20-20 member Caroline
White (now owner of 15 Augusta Rd B13 8AJ,
near here) considered it remarkably fishy that
Nic Bliss had done that interception—she still
does.  It seems that NB had to bring the matter
to the meeting in order to persuade a “no
problem” letter out of us.  The meeting
tenatively concluded that it should be accepted
that NB had only accidentally paid the money
to himself, and that the interception of Housing 
Corporation letters had been some sort of

innocent mistake.  However, I suggest that with 
the hindsight of what I will be reporting further 
on here, that that conclusion is less a testimony 
to Mr Bliss’s supposed innocence on those
points and more a testimony to his considerable 
power as a conman who can barefacedly bluff
his way out of anything – as I have seen
repeatedly demonstrated beyond doubt in the
last few months (as detailed further on).

Indeed, quite how could anyone have
“accidentally” countersigned a cheque to his
own name (from that of 20-20)?  Is not his claim 
patently ridiculous?

Some crucial things to understand about the 
way the so-called Co-op works are the following. 
After the founders all dropped out (except
near-founder me), this co-op being rather small, 
there was a chronic shortage of volunteers for
the management.  So the field was left open to
anyone who could be bothered, however
unworthy their motives.   In particular no-one
else could/would do the treasurer job.  So NB
automatically became a saviour hero on
volunteering to be treasurer.  

He was unenthused with his studio
technician job and saw a career opening in
co-op housing management, the prospect of
getting a job with 20-20’s management agents
BCHS.  

And so he soon became far more
knowledgeable about housing management
than everyone else.  And he went on to become
“Senior Community Regeneration Officer” at
BCHS, and Chairman of the Confederation of
Cooperative Housing.  This extreme disparity of 
expertise and status led to other members
mindlessly deferring to NB as the definitive
authority about everything, along the lines of: 
“Let’s see what Nic says first”.   His word came
to be treated as infallible, unquestionable.   And 
of course he could hardly fail to notice that his
“authoritative” pronouncements would be
unquestioningly believed as self-evident truths
even when he said something untrue.  Which is
of course something that lends itself to powerful 
abuse.

Also remarkable is NB’s peculiar attitude to
involving others in his work as deputies who
could take over if he had to leave off for any
reason.  Over the years I have repeatedly
remarked how vulnerable the organisation
would be to the loss of NB, but nothing has ever 
come of it, with no other co-op members ever
trained to work the accounts or databases.   

An Important Socio-Psychological
Factor

Prejudiced stereotyping is a well-known
phenomenon, particularly in relation to race,
gender, age and so on.  One of the most
enduring stereotypes, or rather pair of
stereotypes, is goodies and baddies.  
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Even though sensible people ought to know
better, there is an abiding tendency to
stereotype people into two categories, as goodies 
and baddies.  It is unthinkingly assumed that
the world consists of good people doing good
things and bad people doing bad things.  In
reality, even the most malevolent people have
friends and do helpful things, even Hitler for
instance, or else they would not be given such
power. 

And someone can do a great amount of good
helpful things but that does not mean that they 
must be a flawless saint who could never
commit serious abuses as well.   But thanks to
the stereotyping process, such a helpful person
is liable to be granted just such a saint status,
in which everything he does is presumed to be
good, and everything he says is presumed to be
the truth.  And such it has become with the
Boss of 20-20, Nic Bliss.

Such stereotyping of good and bad gets even
more exaggerated in the phenomenon that is a
personality cult.  

From much information, it has become clear
that one major factor in 20-20 has been the
development of a personality cult rather like
others such as Scientology or Stalinism.   

There was not any organisation called “The
Cult of Stalin”, and yet the very real
personality cult of Stalin brought about the
deaths of many millions, via his control of the
Communist Party (of which he was not formally 
leader) and the USSR.  It set back Soviet
science for decades with the Lysenko
persecution of competent biologists who were
sent to their deaths in Siberia.  

Likewise there was no organisation called
“The Cult of L. Ron Hubbard”, and yet his
control of the Dianetics Foundation and later
the Church of Scientology has resulted in
millions being conned out of their life savings
and sanity.

And likewise, there is no organisation called
“The Cult of Saint Nic Bliss”, but it most
certainly exists, and spreads its
anti-cooperative dominance throughout both
20-20 and the supposedly independent
BCHS—whose “Director” Jon Stevens (in
formal theory NB’s boss) has as much
independence as a Warsaw Pact puppet
president.  

As any management expert can tell you, the
real power structure can be quite distinct from
the formal one.  BCHS Director Jon Stevens
could never admit he has been hugely taken in
for 12 years by NB’s conmanship, to the extent
of promoting him to a senior position and so on,
so he has to continue being in unquestioning
awe to NB’s holy dazzle, and so is his
unquestioning puppet rather than his boss. 
And so NB has major control over BCHS too (as 
evidenced in the next section).

In respect of all these cults, on the surface
the associated organisations have an image of
goodness, the Communists freeing the workers
from unjust exploitation, the Church of
Scientology relieving psycho-stress, and 20-20
providing friendly democratic housing in a
co-op.  That image of goodness is enforced by
vicious suppression of criticism (you may be
able to think of another example, of a powerful
personality cult which threatens its critics with
death).

Membership of the cult consists of:- 

(1) a criminal, deceitful founder/leader; 
(2) possibly one or more cynical

initiates/sub-leaders; and 
(3) a number of unwitting followers.  

In the case of 20-20 the founder/leader of the 
personality cult is Nic Bliss, the cynical
initiates include Midge Miller (and possibly
Julius Swift and LB), and the unwitting
followers include the rest of 20-20 management, 
some other 20-20 members, and various
colleagues of the cult leader at BCHS, including 
BCHS Director Jon Stevens.

The Asch Conformity experiments
Some famous experiments on conformity

were conducted by Solomon Asch in which
subjects were asked which of some lines was
longer or shorter.  They were asked following
the responses of a group of liars.  A high
proportion of the normal subjects agreed with
the groups of liars even though it was starkly
obvious that what they were saying was not the 
truth.  Now note that those results were
obtained even with groups of strangers with no
particular charisma and no personal
involvement or power over the subjects. 
Consider how much stronger this conformity
effect would be if the group were people who
have built up a cunning relationship of trust
and admiration over the years, doing so much
(seemingly) admirable cooperative work, and
who control one’s housing (or one’s reputation
as Director).  And even more, if not just any
liars were involved but instead an accomplished 
charismatic conman such as Nic Bliss.

And consider how much stronger yet would
be this groupthink delusion within the Cult of
Saint Nic Bliss, of seeing patent truth as
falsehood and vice versa.  I’m not talking about
some theoretical abstraction here, but rather
well-established research findings, concurring
with what I have seen and heard with my own
eyes and ears, and which I can show you too.  
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N. Bliss’s substantial
encroachments on functions of
Chairman and Secretary in
violation of the Rules

Some further indication of just how severe is 
the Nic Bliss stranglehold on the organisation
can be gleaned from some other facts,
indicating that NB has taken over the greater
part of the role of the chair/man and secretary
to himself, in addition to his official position of
treasurer.  When I first accepted the secretary
position I was told it was just a matter of taking 
minutes and signing a few things.  But
according to Rules 41 and 49, the Secretary’s
duties include keeping the Seal of the Co-op and 
the register of members, summoning the
meetings, and receiving proposals for admission 
to the association.  And for the last ten or more
years none of that has been done by the
secretary, but by NB instead.  The Seal and
register have been kept permanently in NB’s
flat, and are right there now as you read this.  I
never had any access to them while I was
secretary.  And when I phoned Stephanie
Williams in October she told me she had only
been appointed as “interim secretary”, fairly
reflecting the fact that she too had not properly
been briefed on that crucially separate role but
was instead acting as a puppet.  

Nic Bliss is supposed to be a professional
expert on designing and running of Co-ops, who 
produces lectures and guides on that subject; so 
he has no excuse for these serious breaches of
those Rules which were intended to restrain
such a stranglehold.

Rule 24 states that “At all general meetings
the chairman of the association shall preside as
chairman”; and Rule 40 states that “If at any
meeting of the committee the chairman is
absent, the members .... shall elect one of their
number to be chairman of the meeting”.  Yet
you can hear for yourself on the two audio
recordings I made of parts of meetings

(www.2020housing.co.uk), that it is Nic Bliss
who provides cues of the sort that would
properly come from the chairman, directing the
course of proceedings rather than contributing
to them:  “Don’t respond to him”, “I propose we
just take a vote on this”, etc. – these are typical
of NB’s anti-debate style of directing meetings. 
Listening to the August recording you would
never guess that he is “only the treasurer”. 
And the archive of minutes gives abundant
further confirmation of this de facto chairing
function of NB.  

As regards to what extent similar functional
abuses are taking place in BCHS too, there is
suggestion of that (by implication) presented
elsewhere, in relation to the conspiracy to
remove me from being Secretary.

The resulting deformation of 20-20
and BCHS

For the variety of reasons explained above,
Nic Bliss has found himself in a powerful
strangleholding position not only in 20-20 but
also in BCHS.  This stranglehold applies as
much via the psychological pressure of the
personality cult, as via his centralised control of 
information in 20-20.

And so, when I pointed out that NB was a
barefaced liar, and was acting improperly in
other ways, it was automatically “self-evident”
to all the cult followers that my allegations
must be false.  And this rosy intoxication of the
cult embraces the entire committee (and to
significant extent embraced even me too, as you 
will see my earlier correspondence shows); and
extends also among NB’s colleagues at BCHS
including the Director Jon Stevens.

And thereby, the strong conformity and
cult-charisma effect described earlier enables
just one or two rotten apples to poison the
actions of the whole organisation, and of BCHS
too. 
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Part 2c:  Three false excuses for dismissing 
the Secretary

The August monthly committee meeting was 
the last one to be properly notified.  The
September meeting was sort-of notified: the
date was mentioned in the midst of a letter of 7
September, the venue was mentioned at the
end of the previous meeting minutes, and the
time was not stated anywhere.  

As it happened, I correctly put those two
together with the usual time of 7pm and just
happened to get to that meeting.  As ever, only
the usual cult-members were present.

To my surprise (as I had not been notified of
it) the meeting began with a “report” from the
director of BCHS proposing that I be removed
from being Secretary and Committee-member.  

It soon became clear that Mr Stevens was
not stating the facts but rather giving a grossly
biased account, presenting untrue allegations
as truth and truth as “unsubstantiated” false
allegations.  I just happened to be there to
challenge this nonsense but not to much use
given that the audience consisted only of the
cult faithful (and recall my point about the
Asch conformity experiments in which people
declare the patently false to be true).  

I shall now briefly show the baselessness of
the three excuses presented in that “report”. 

Excuse number one – A complaint
to the Housing Corporation

Mr Stevens “informed” the meeting that I
had made “unsubstantiated” (by implication
untrue) allegations about NB et al., in an
unwarranted complaint to the Housing
Corporation.  One of my “allegations” was that
Nic Bliss had paid £3000 into his own account. 
In supposed refutation NB waved an auditor’s
letter showing that they had had this year’s
accounts audited to prove that that was untrue; 
he was well aware that the deceitful diversion
had actually taken place in 1993 (as mentioned
in the minutes of June and July 1993).  Thus he 
effectively lied that my allegation was untrue.  

The meeting was further “informed” that I
had acted improperly in not first referring my
complaints to the committee and the complaints 
procedure.  Again this was simply untrue.  In
the earlier section of this present report you can 
see for yourself how my attempts to raise these
problems with the committee were hushed up.  
And I had long before sent a recorded delivery
letter to Mr Stevens concerning NB’s lies, 
which never received any reply.  Likewise my
complaints about the abysmal handling of NB’s
false complaints had never received any reply

(Sblake2.doc and BCHS.doc).  And I had sent
three emails of specific complaint to Chrissie
Muirhead. 

Besides its invertings of truth and falsehood, 
Mr Stevens’ “report” unacceptably prejudged
the Corporation’s own investigation of my
complaints.

Thus my proper whistleblowing to the
relevant authorities was falsely made out to be
an abuse of the office of secretary.

Excuse number two – An
emergency meeting notice

The full report to the Housing Corporation
was taking some time to prepare, so I decided
that I should also send out notices of an
Emergency General Meeting (also emailed to
the HC on the 5th September).

Again Mr Stevens “reported” that my notice
made “unsubstantiated allegations”.  He
“reported” that it was distributed “with the
apparent authority of Robin Clarke as
Secretary”.  In reality it made about as clear as  
clearness can be that it would not have the
approval of the treasurer or majority of
committee members, and that others would
claim it to be illegitimate (as they did).  It did
state that I was indeed the Secretary – stating
the truth.  So what?

Mr Stevens also “reported” that “Robin
Clarke had no authority to call such a meeting
as was made clear in the subsequent letter sent 
out”.  This referred to Rule 20 specifying that
the Secretary can convene a general meeting
“upon an order of the Committee”.  But as my
rejoinder letter made clear, this was obviously
the unique situation where Rule 20 should
properly be overruled, as no corrupt committee
would sanction a meeting to dismiss itself.  

In retrospect I later found my copy of the
Rules and they state a procedure of calling a
general meeting “upon a written requisition
signed by not less than one-tenth of the
members”.  In theory I could have succeeded in
getting five people to defy the severe
intimidation inherent in this situation of
having their housing controlled by a criminal
clique.  But, whatever, it is far-fetched to
construe my attempt to inform and involve the
wider membership as being some outrageous
abuse of the Secretary’s office, especially as it
did not claim it had any special authority of the
Secretary (but merely mentioned the true fact
that I was).  And that is in the context of the
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others’ extensive breaches of Rules and other
abuses, about which Mr Stevens made no
adverse comment at all.

Thus a second unworthy excuse for
dismissal was concocted.

Excuse number three – 
A “threatening” letter to Mr X

Mr Stevens also “reported” that I had sent a
“Letter threatening possible eviction” to my
neighbour using Co-op notepaper (i.e.
letterhead);  that the letter cited various
examples of “alleged” nuisance; and that I “had
no authority to send such a letter nor was ....
entitled to threaten another tenant with
possible eviction; and that I thereby “acted in
an entirely improper way”.

I could here set out to you the full context of
how I came to have to send that letter (wrongly
dated; should have been 31 Aug or 1 Sep).  As
indicated earlier, in the context of criminal
violence going on here, there would be no way I
could usefully complain to 20-20 about a
paranoid neighbour regarding it.  When I had
called the police they told me to contact the
housing “association”.  How much more
cornered can one get?  But I shall just
concentrate here on the fallaciousness of Mr
Stevens’ assertions.

He insisted that secretaries are not
authorised to send letters without instruction
from their committees.   I said that that was
news to me; rather the function of a secretary is 
to do exactly that; as secretary of the
Birmingham cycling campaign for several
years, I had written numerous “unauthorised”
letters as had the preceding secretary.  Nothing 
in 20-20’s Rules prohibits such letters, in
contrast to the numerous actions of the
complainants which have violated the Rules.

My own understanding is that the Secretary
of a company is expected to use judgement. 
They should not without approval send a letter
ordering the demolition of a house or expelling 
a member.   But some more uncontroversial
letters it is their proper function to send
unprompted (including notices of meetings). 
And in the present case the letter was, contrary 
to Mr Stevens’ baseless assertions, very
uncontroversial indeed.

The first paragraph stated not “allegations”
but what the writer knew from direct
observation to be true.  And it was only telling
the recipient what he already knew too – that
those criminal and other offences had occurred. 

The second paragraph stated the simple
truth (and useful information) that such
offences constituted grounds for eviction.

The third paragraph likewise contained no
contentious material.  In summary the whole
letter merely told the recipient what we both
knew already.  It was calculated merely to
make Mr X break out of his
Shaun-Lynch-induced madness, which
fortunately it eventually did (but not before a
further theft, Ref no. 20E3/7172/5).

And yet Mr Stevens would have you believe
that for the secretary to send a letter which
actually states nothing controversial, but
merely gives a formal but not unfriendly
reminder to the reader of what he already
knows, that supposedly constituted acting “in
an entirely improper way”.

And Nic Bliss added another of his
“authoritative” pronouncements, to the effect
that that letter “definitely” constituted proof of
me harassing my neighbour.  How can sending
a letter which merely reminds the reader what
he already knows, constitute harassment?

So there you can see that the “report” of the
Director of BCHS consisted of not one, but three 
out of three utterly unworthy excuses for
dismissing a whistleblower as Secretary and
Committee-member.  

You have probably heard of Stalin’s show
trials.  These seem to have been rather
indulgent affairs in which the accused was
actually notified that he was to be tried, and
indeed was ensured to be present at the trial
and speak.  By contrast, under Jon Stevens’s
more efficient procedure, he just turned up
unannounced and delivered his verdicts and
sentences, allowed the non-randomly-selected
cult-jury to agree with him and only then
notified the accused that an accusation had
been made, proven, and acted on.  And he made 
no attempt at balancing the input from my
enemies by seeking my own responses before
presiding over that “trial”.

It should be clear from the foregoing that my 
removal as secretary and committee-member
was achieved by a wholly unworthy process and 
with no real justification.  It illustrates the
Asch conformity phenomenon wherein
falsehood is declared to be truth, and
vice-versa, and not once but repeatedly, by the
whole cult.  And it demonstrates the
incompetence of the Director of BCHS, Jon
Stevens which has resulted from his being one
of Nic Bliss’s cult-followers.

Due to their now illegitimately introducing
an unprecedented regime of secrecy, the
minutes of that September meeting have not
yet been circulated, but the above is largely
documented in copies of the “report”.
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Part 2d:  Towards understanding the abuse of five tenants

The Harassments

“The significance of a single act, which might 
appear justifiable when viewed in isolation,
may only become appreciated when set in the
context of all the defendant’s activities.”
(Textbook of Housing Law, J Morgan 1998,
page 89)

The Floors
Some but not all of the abuses relate to

certain severe floor noise problems in two
houses, a couple of minutes walk apart.  Here is 
a sort-of graphic of the two houses, with the
problematic floors and key people in bold.  (See
also the photos.)

   
18 Park Rd Lucy Bastin, Flat 4

Nic Bliss, Flat 3 (was M Talbot)
Pete Walsh, Flat 1

9 Augusta Rd (vacant), Flat 3
Robin Clarke (me), Flat 1

18 Park Rd was rehabbed in 1987, and 9
Augusta Rd in 1989, by Fallons, and it seems
they used the same peculiar technology for
primitive soundproofing, three layers of
hardboard stuck over the 1880s boards.  At first 
they were reasonably satisfactory, but
gradually they changed so as to emit some very
harsh “lightning-crack” sounds coming from
some points (much louder below than above). 
These lightning-cracks occurred when a person
upstairs stepped on the relevant spot.

Note also that only some floors had these
severe cracking-noise faults:  all the floors in
my flat are 1880s wooden and yet have none of
these problems, and likewise the floor above my 
kitchen is totally silent (apart from the
transmission of normal household sounds).

Normal squeaking floors are caused by nails
going up and down relative to joists or boards. 
But in these cases it seems that the adhesive of
the soundproofing migrated down into the
squeaks and gradually hardened to a grippy
resin, causing mere creaks to become the
louder, very harsh lightning-cracks.  It will be
noted that no-one complained about any of
these floors at first, only after some years.

The problem is not just that these noises are 
quite loud but that they also have a very harsh, 
lightning-crack-quality which
shocks/distracts/wakes the hearer—Mike
Talbot went mad and died, Pete Walsh said it
was “driving me insane”, and my computer files 

archive attests that my own experience was in
concurrence with those others even before “the
penny dropped”.

The solution to this problem has been shown 
to be easy – just put screws alongside the nails.  
The upstairs tenant might be a little
inconvenienced by the floorboards taking-up
operation; but not if there is a void (as 9
Augusta) or NB’s flat which is spacious and
half-empty.  The “co-op” would like to pretend
that the following did not happen, but this point 
about an easy solution was proven in 2004
while John Coffey & Co. installed the new
kitchen in Flat 3, 9 Augusta Rd.  At that time I
was able to assist J Coffey in correcting some of
the boards.  The “co-op” may lie that this was
not done but the facts are easily checked by
lifting the carpet outside the bathroom door of
Flat 3.  I can show you where I helped to cut an
inspection board, and there is a subjoist there
to support the edge of a ceiling board, and you
can also see the screws and pins which replaced 
nails and staples.

This matter ends with the head of 20-20’s
clique, Nic Bliss (NB) occupying by far the best
flat in the co-op (and with the lowest rent, and
below his girlfriend LB).  The matter began
with Mr Talbot occupying that flat.  He
complained about the harsh cracking noises
from LB’s floor above.  There was a prolonged
heated dispute about it.  I was not much
involved in it, but I clearly recall myself
suggesting that it most likely just needed
nails replacing by screws, but that NB
countered by claiming it was
something very technically
complicated and so definitely
could not be fixed, and I clearly
recall that I was unable to get a
comprehensible explanation of this
supposed problem (despite my having a
lifelong interest in practical engineering,
producing various very effective inventions, and 
school reports having referred to my
outstanding ability in physics and theoretical
mechanics).  

Mr Talbot was extremely disillusioned by
this dismissal of his noise problem.  For a year
or two he became insanely obsessed with
complaining about other matters.  He then
became totally alienated from the co-op, became 
bitterly withdrawn, sharply deteriorated in
health, and died a year or so later aged about
40 (recorded in January 2003 Minutes). 
At which Nic Bliss moved to that Flat 3/18,
the by-far best flat in the co-op, and below
that of his girlfriend Lucy Bastin (who
was causing the floor noise).   
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18 Park Rd.   Flat 4 above Flat 3 above Flat 1.
Note that the top floor was not a later addition.
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Now, looking back at that techno-
non-explanation above in the light of what I
shall describe further on, one has to wonder
how it could be that that floor of 4/18 Park Rd
would be so different from the other floors that
are mentioned here.  That flat is not some
special “attic flat”, but rather part of the
original design with its 1880s floorboards (see
photos herein).  There is not the slightest
reason why it should be some
specially-constructed floor, and very much
reason why it would be exactly the same
construction as was fixed by Mr Coffey at 3/9
Augusta (see above), and also caused the
identical problem for 1/18 Park Rd.  In other
words, it is a solidly safe bet that that floor did
not and does not have some technical
peculiarity and that that was indeed the first of 
NB’s floor lies.

Quite conceivably another of their harassing 
tricks against Mr Talbot was the transfer of
Peter Walsh to the flat below his, as Mr Walsh
happens to be a rock musician whose loud
guitar playing could be thought to further
annoy Mr Talbot.

Sometime after the death of Mr Talbot and
NB’s moving-in to his flat, in 2003-4, Mr Walsh
started complaining about an identical serious
noise problem (“driving me insane”), from Nic
Bliss’s floor.  But you won’t find any records
about this because the 20-20 clique hush things 
up, destroy all inconvenient records, censor the
minutes, and discard all complaints.

I only got to hear about Mr Walsh’s noise
problem because I myself raised the same
problem in respect of some parts of the floor
above my own bedroom at 9 Augusta Rd (see
my ‘graphic’ above). 

But I’ve slightly jumped ahead there,
because baffling fishy things had already
started happening in respect of my own noise
problem here.  

For 12 years to 2004 the tenant above me
was “XX”.  For many years we got on ok, but
then one night, in a drunken stupor he jumped
to a false conclusion and therefrom developed
some paranoid delusions that I was deliberately 
causing trouble, and from that time on he was
implacably hostile.  

The harsh cracking noises above my
bedroom had genuinely become (by 2004) very
bad, but in view of the heavy dismissal of Mr
Talbot’s identical complaint, I was wary of ever
mentioning this matter, as XX would thereupon 
simply exploit it to annoy me by stepping on the 
crackers at every opportunity.  (And fortunately 
he was away elsewhere most of the time
anyway.)

So in mid-2004, when I heard that XX was
moving out, I quickly seized the chance to
request this “co-op” to fix the floors while the
Flat 3 kitchen was being replaced
(9AugustaFloor.doc; JulesNic.doc).

And the response to my repeated requests
for the floor correction was no reply at all.  I
just happened to encounter the builders (John
Coffey & Co.) turning up unannounced to do the 
kitchen but they said they had not been
instructed on the floor.  I asked JS, and he said
they had been.  I mentioned this to the builders
but they again told me they had not.  JS again
said they had been; the builders again said they 
hadn’t.  As their kitchenwork proceeded I was
going into Flat 3 to talk to them and check what 
was happening.  Strangely they did start to
take up some floor, perhaps just to please me (I
was bringing them tea).  Eventually, they did
get to fix the problem flooring (but not quite all
of it, see later), with help from myself.  (All of
this paragraph was referred to in my letter
9augustaFloor.doc of 24th September 2004.)

Here are the secrets behind those strange
contradictions.  The fear was that if my floor
problem were officially acknowledged as fixed
by the co-op, then it would supposedly set a
precedent which would be a bother to NB in
resisting the floor problem beneath his own flat.  
So the clique arranged that if it happened at
all, it would happen unofficially, unrecorded,
just added into the contract for the kitchens by
the generous Coffey and Co.  

But please just check for yourself, that there 
is not the slightest record of any floor noise
work at 20-20 (not that they have repairs
reports anyway).  No mention of this problem in 
any minutes.  And my recent references to my
floor problem censored from the minutes of
recent meetings.  And yet there is some
definitive evidence, namely the floor of Flat 3
where I can show you where staples were
replaced by panel pins and underneath there
the screws put in by Mr Coffey and colleague. 
And the evidence of my dated computer files
(herewith), of letters (herewith) I sent at the
time.  Please note that whereas the letter
9AugustaFloor.doc (24th Sept 2004) para.4
states “it turns out it will be a somewhat
difficult job”, it actually turned out to be easy.  

Shortly after this work at 3/9 Augusta, I
chanced to meet Julius Swift in the street, and
he unreasonably accused me of trespassing in
the co-op property (Flat 3), and causing him to
waste hours on researching the legal situation
regarding the floor.  While JS was at least
somewhat open with me (unlike the other
cliquists), I was (uncharacteristically)
extremely angered by such unreasonable
assertions and so I wrote the letter (Jules.doc)
herewith, dated 21st October 2004.  Needless to 
say, it comments on the floor works which
officially were pretended not to have happened.  
The management meeting got NB to send a
reply to me (a copy may still be on NB’s
computer); I replied back in turn with
JulesNic.doc, 31st October 2004.  (NB’s reply
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falsely claimed that the noise problem was just
the ordinary noises one should expect in an old
house.)

That would of course have at least been the
end of my floor-noise problems—except that
unfortunately, it turned out that just one
crucial floorboard cracker-spot had been
missed, or developed anew during the kitchen
replacement.  And that spot was right by the
kitchen sink over my bedroom and so the new
tenant Shane Hodges started to spend half his
life cracketing on that cracker-spot.  So the floor 
problem above here was now even worse then
before.   But after a month, Mr Hodges had to
go into hospital, and the flat eventually became
vacant again earlier this year.  

So, of course yet again I quickly again sent
my urgent requests to the “Co-op” for them to
fix just that one board (Floor2005.doc and
JulesFloorEdd.doc).  A simple matter of two
screws replacing nails I easily could do myself if 
given the keys.  But the only honest person in
the organisation, the Secretary after all,
supposedly could not be trusted to be lent the
keys of an adjoining vacant flat (as per the
earlier Jules.doc), by those deceitful clique
members keeping it round at Park Rd.   

So once again there was no response to my
urgent enquiries, even though I was now
emphasising how problematic those crackers
would be in the context of a precarious mercury
detoxification schedule (taking the chelators
every four hours without fail, even waking in
the night to do so, or else one has a serious
relapse, potential suicide)].  I can barely
organise myself anyway.  Being in a “co-op”, one 
would hope for some support from colleagues at
this difficult, indeed life-threatening, time.  I
had repeated mentioned that I was ill and
barely coping (e.g., JulesNic.doc paragraph 7). 

Instead, as before, I just happened to
encounter the next new tenant being brought to 
the flat by NB.  I just happened to overhear
what NB was saying, but that is another
serious story, to be filled in later.  

But before that, the void period was
somewhat extended for some unclear reason to
do with awaiting a transfer, a
corruptly-contrived one if I misunderstood it
correctly (Mr Hodges is a nephew of Jacqui
Watson who works at BCHS).  

It was during that extended void period, in
spring of 2005, that I paid one of my visits to
NB to sign some things as Secretary, and
incidentally asked NB what was happening
about my floor and he mentioned that it was
complicated by the matter that it could
(supposedly) set a precedent and that that could 
affect a complaint about his own floor – and so
the whole subject of floors was under review. 
That was the point at which I learnt of that
third floor problem, that of Mr Walsh below NB.  
On that visit or a later one (I don’t recall which) 

I asked NB what the situation
was regarding his own floor.  He
told me it would be
technically very difficult,
involving the whole joists moving, and
that the ceilings below would be so
damaged that they would have to be
replaced.  You can see the record of my
bafflement at this patent techno-cobblers in my
letter Floor18Park.doc dated 26th May 2005,
and second page of JulesFloorEdd.doc dated 1st 
July 2005.  

That latter letter also mentions what NB
said on a further visit to sign some things at his 
flat.  I had previously expressed
my mystification at the destroyed
ceiling story, so this time he
invented a new load of patent
claptrap about how refitting
the fitted carpets would be
terribly difficult and no builder could
have the skills to do it.  I thereafter
expressed my bafflement at that in
NicCarpet.doc, file dated 21st June 2005, and
again in JulesFloorEdd.doc of 1st July 2005.

Up to that point I was still being taken in by 
the powerful conmanship of Nic Bliss, and was
still assuming that the clique leaders were
basically honest well-meaning people, just
unthinkingly prejudiced against me.  But
shortly after that date it began to dawn on me
that I had been deceived.

A crisis loomed on the 2nd July, when NB
unexpectedly arrived with that next new tenant 
for the flat above mine.  At this point it will be
useful to digress from the subject of floors into a 
little interlude about neighbourliness.

Nic Bliss is supposedly one of the country’s
leading experts on designing and building
co-ops, a “Senior Community Regeneration
Officer” and Chairman of CCH, who produces
lectures and presentations about suchlike.  And 
I think you can hardly dispute that just about
the most important thing in housing co-ops
must be the fostering of good relationships
between neighbouring residents of the co-op.  I
note that in one of Nic Bliss’s 2004 lectures
about empowering tenants and building
communities, he stated: 

“As part of recent ESRC research, interviews
were held on what makes neighbourhoods good:
56% said “friendly communities” – the highest
percentage (above crime and a quiet
neighbourhood). .... The challenge is how to
facilitate community? The message from the
housing co-op sector is that it is usually centred
around small scale community activity.”

And what could be more important than
getting new neighbours off to a positive start? 
So, with a view to putting such principles into
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practice, when he came to bring some new
tenants here, he could have truthfully said to
them the following:

“Isn’t it wonderful that Robin in Flat 1 (who
is the secretary by the way) has always done all 
the gardening and cleaning of the common
areas, so that the tenants here have never had
to pay any service charges for that; and that he
has planted and tended all these shrubs
including four berry bushes so there is free
organic food onsite; and that he uses a bike
rather than a car so you will have less bother
from that too (etc.).”

And here is what I actually just happened to 
overhear this great guru of cooperative spirit
saying to the new tenant (but I first should
emphasise that the words were totally without
any justification from the facts):
 “.. this junk here ... ” “.. overgrown garden... ”.

So I’ll let you have a guess how I would react 
to overhearing those hostile words spoken
outside my door, on the occasion of a new
tenant being introduced without any warning,
and without the floor problem fixed or being
commented on in anyway.

So I opened my door and said, not exactly
warmly, “Nic, would you mind your own
business please” (those exact words).  And then, 
this being a first encounter with a new tenant
/member?/ neighbour, I thought best to say
welcome to the co-op and to shake hands with
the stranger (a somewhat jarring gear-change,
to be sure).

And I pointed out to the new person that
there was a problem that the flat was not ready 
to be let.  At which Nic Bliss dismissively
waved and told him to just ignore me.

I asked NB to come into my flat for a word
out of earshot; he did and claimed that he had
not been involved in the floor question, but was
only doing the re-letting.  

From those nasty words which I had
overheard, at last the penny began to drop that
here was a hypocritical liar.

In a letter next day (Nic.doc, 3rd July) I
indicated that I now saw that the stories he had 
told me about his floor were simply a pair of
barefaced lies.

In response to this event I started to prepare 
some critiques of malfunctioning in 20-20. 
They indicate that I then started to perceive a
pattern of lack of cooperative spirit in the
behaviour of MM.  But being still under the
spell of NB’s conmanship I hypothesised that
NB was fundamentally well-intentioned but
had somehow allowed himself to get carried
away with unexamined presumptions and that
though he had uttered two barefaced (in
retrospect patent) lies these had been slips out
of character.  I’m not sure how much of these
critiques actually got sent to anyone, as much
of my writing never gets past my own editorial

intervention.  In Housing coop.doc of 5th July I
started to think about the theory of
sustainability of co-ops (important to me as I
had just written a book about sustainable
randomly selected governments, and so this
crisis of the co-op raised questions about the
soundness of my book’s ideas).

In mid-July I at last managed to discreetly
make contact with Pete Walsh (below NB), and
he revealed that JS had told him one of the
techno-lies too, and yet that John Coffey
himself had said that it
would be quite cheap and
easy to do, and even offered
to give a quote.  The matter
had been dragging on for a long
time, and he said it had been
driving him insane (c.f. death
of Mr Talbot).  (And bear in mind that Pete
Walsh is a rock musician, so not someone you
would expect to be a mouse-type person
listening for every squeak.)  Eventually he had
been told by Julius Swift that LB had expressed 
dislike of computers in NB’s bedroom and so
they had decided to change their living
arrangements which incidentally made Mr
Walsh’s problem bearable.  So Mr Walsh was
now willing to let the matter rest.  But he noted 
not the slightest indication of concern or
acknowledgement of a valid problem, or
attempt to inform him of what was going on. 
Just by a fluke his problem had been reduced
enough.  (And nicely kept entirely out of all
official records of the co-op.)

A False Complaint referred to a
flawed Compliants Procedure and
executed with predictable extreme
prejudice.

In lucy.doc of 21st July I expressed hope
that LB could still persuade some
cooperativeness and honesty into NB’s
behaviour.  And in Nic.doc I had made very
clear the precariousness of my health situation.  
But instead I unexpectedly received not any
sort of apology for these (and other) barefaced
lies, nasty words, and outrageously improper
proceedings, but instead a letter from Sheryl
Blake of BCHS, indicating that a complaint had 
been made against me, and that I must grant
her and Phil Brown an interview the next
Tuesday.  My telephone request to know even
roughly what the complaint might be was
dismissed.  That was the day before the July
management meeting.  So I now had notice of a
malicious false complaint (evidently from NB),
and I duly prepared for the next day’s meeting,
by preparing 2020 minutes correction.doc, the
text of which I also emailed that same 21st July 
to Chrissie Muirhead of BCHS.  With those
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documents I made clear that I now understood
that both NB and Midge Miller had been acting
deceitfully and with malign intention.   

Before taking you through Midge Miller’s
secret agenda (and the evidence thereof), I shall 
finish explaining about this deceitful complaint.

Only in the second letter from Sheryl Blake
[7] (stating the conclusions of the Complaints
Procedure) was it vaguely indicated that I had
supposedly “obstructed” the introduction of the
new tenant.  No indication of quite what this
“obstruction” might be was given, quite rightly
since there was none except in Nic Bliss’s
deceitful false complaint.  In reality the tenant
(Mr Khalid El-Jid) had no difficulty accessing
the flat, and visited several times with his
friends (and talked of his plans to move in); just 
eventually he stopped coming and at the July
meeting it was suggested the flat may be vacant 
again.  See my letter to the new tenant
NewTenant.doc (4 July) and to Nic Bliss,
Nic.doc (4 July).  

That conclusional letter from Sheryl Blake
consisted entirely of untruths and gross
unreasonablenesses as my replies made clear 
(Sblake2.doc and BCHS.doc).

Only when I did a websearch of Nic Bliss did 
I notice that Phil Brown came up alongside, as
secretary of CCH of which NB is chairman. 
That is, NB had referred this false complaint to
a supposedly independent authority which
consisted of two of his professional colleagues
and one of whom is a close buddy who travels
off to CCH conferences etc. with him.  

Independence is also compromised in that
the clique pays BCHS’s wages via its
management contract, and so the BCHS
workers are disinclined to side against the
clique.

Defects of the Complaints
procedure (as actually always
practiced rather than the fictional
printed version which is bad
enough)
1. BCHS is also entangled by the Cult of Nic

Bliss.
2. There is substantial duplication of

function (and conflicts on various points) with 
the ASB policy which was approved (against
my advice) this year.

3. It is prejudiced against the complainee,
who could very likely be the ONLY real
victim anyway.

4. The complainee is not told even that there
is a complaint (which given that they haven’t
actually done anything anyway is
unacceptable).  In multiple instances, I was
never told what the complaint was.  I was not 
given any opportunity to challenge
/cross-examine / discuss the assertions of the

complainer, or to challenge the complaint (as
it was never actually stated anyway).

5. Independence is compromised because
close associates of NB are used (including PB
whose drinking-buddy relationship was not
disclosed but I just happened to discover by
websearch).

6. Not the slightest attempt at resolution
between the parties first—indeed the ASB
policy explicitly discourages that (because the 
clique want things to fall into their own
hands sooner rather than later).

7. The ASB policy makes not the slightest
mention of appeal to the HO or HC (indeed
there is no mention to members anywhere
except for the slightest passing mention
well-hidden in the complaints policy
document.)

8. No opportunity is given for
cross-examining or discussing with both
parties present (as happens in any legal court 
hearing).  Indeed it was asserted in a 2003
case that “it would be a breach of Schedule 1
of the Housing Act 1996 if the tenant in
question were present whilst the issue was
under discussion”, when surely any proper
interpretation cannot mean that the tenant
must be totally prevented from contributing
to (or commenting on) a discussion in which
he is the most competent party (as was done).  
In this instance it was further prejudiced by
the fact of NB’s clique-colleagues being
judges over his own complaint.

Midge Miller’s Agenda
Concurrent with the above, certain other

things had been going on.
Midge Miller’s flat is by no means abysmal,

but is far from being the best in 20-20.  It is
cramped into the front ground floor of 16 Park
Rd; has the noise of the fast road at the front,
the noise of flats 3 and 4 above; plus the noise
from the three 14 Park Rd flats next door (being 
a semi); and has a shortage of daylight such
that some rooms lack windows.  

Given that Mr Walsh’s flat 1/18 Park Rd is
substantially better than MM’s own flat
(windows in the side rather than three flats of
neighbour noise there), one at last sees a
solution to the mystery of why NB was so
concerned to lie to resist the trivial amount of
inconvenience to himself that the floor works
there would have entailed (NB’s flat is large
and contains much empty space and very little
furniture; the works could easily be done by the 
trustworthy Mr Coffey while NB was on
holiday).  The real reason for such resistance
and deceit was a conspiracy to exploit that floor
problem which killed Mr Talbot and which Mr
Walsh said was “driving me crazy”, so as to
drive him out of that flat for MM to take over
(which would also rid them of his noisy guitar
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playing they had intended to further harass the 
previous tenant Mike Talbot with).

But then in the first half of 2005 the
co-occurrence of six things changed the plan. 
Firstly, both the other flats at 9 Augusta Rd
became vacant, and MM was handling the
repairs and re-let.  Secondly, in the course of
that, MM happened to come into my flat for the
first time, and obviously got the impression it
was even better than Mr Walsh’s (it is on two
levels).  Thirdly, my curiosity led to me ask
those awkward questions about what was
happening about Mr Walsh’s problem (and
expressing my bafflement at the lies I was told
in response).  And fourthly I had repeatedly
indicated that I had a precarious health
problem (and so could be easily defeated by
harassment, though in the event I saw through
their lies and have just about managed to cope
so far).  And fifthly, I reported that the noise
problem from that floor was still seriously in
need of fixing.  And sixthly, LB objected to
having computers in NB’s bedroom, which
resolved Mr Walsh’s problem anyway.

And so the clique changed from targetting
Mr Walsh’s flat to targetting mine instead as a
contrived eviction case, as I will now explain.

Their grand plan appears to have been the
following:
· They were well aware (e.g., JulesNic.doc

para 7; Midge05.doc first and last paras) that 
I was barely coping due to dental mercury
poisoning (a major symptom of which is
fatigue; and I have 20 large fillings and a
>99.9% diagnosis according to Lichtenberg’s
diagnostic data).  And had declined to have
my kitchen updated or my hot water problem
sorted because I could not cope with the
disruption. 

· They could exploit the floor problem to
cause major distress, particularly in
disrupting my mercury chelation as I had
explained to them.

· They could exploit the total secrecy of the
allocations procedure to fish for particularly
unsuitable tenants for the other two flats,
and poison my relationship with them as
illustrated by NB’s words earlier. 

• For the one flat they could select a
neighbour with whom angry ideological
conflict could be presumed to develop.

• For the other flat they could select a
totally different problem-neighbour—a person 
with totally contrasting lifestyle from myself,
and vulnerable paranoid alcoholic smoker
with criminal convictions and criminal
associates.  That would guarantee endless
mayhem here and they would also be able to
feed the paranoid complaints into their
flawed complaints procedure to get me
fraudulently evicted (with further help from

the floor problem and the alcoholic’s
mayhem).

· MM would then take over my flat and they 
would then set about easily expelling the
vulnerable alcoholic in turn.

In recent years, the allocations committee
has become totally secret; its minutes are never 
circulated and even I the secretary did not
know its membership except that MM and
possibly JS or NB were involved.  The
criminal-alcoholic new tenant told me he
answered an advert in a paper, wrote to Park
Rd and was offered the flat a week or so later. 
How many adverts?  Where?  What wording? 
“Nice flat for alcoholic”?  MM and JS are
ex-social workers, and I discovered that JS
works in the Probation Service at 18-28 Lower
Essex Street, a small building which I also
discovered it shares with the SIFA alcoholism
agency of which Mr X is a client.  Please go to
Lower Essex Street any working day and you
will easily meet up with any number of criminal 
alcoholics hanging around those offices.  Did
they specially distribute the adverts around
there so as to pick up an alcoholic with a
criminal record?  Could they seriously resist the 
opportunity of doing so?  So the postman
brought the targetted 200+ replies to the door of 
MM/JS and they secretly shredded all but the
worst ones, and none will ever be any the wiser.

 Given the total secrecy of the whole process, 
they could do all that with the greatest of ease. 
They knew I was a gullible fool with delusions
of genius, and ‘knew’ I would be hopelessly
devoid of the friendship-building skills to cope
with those relationship challenges.

  It must have looked like a can’t-fail plan.  

I will next discuss the question of:  

Just how unsuitably can one make two
(contemporaneous) allocations?

The later allocation, Flat 3, 3rd July 2005

The clique were well aware that I had
recently pointed out that Allah in his Last
Testament gives extensive instructions to wage
war against infidels (“until all religion is for
Allah”) (see footnote below*); and that there is
extensive Islamic documentation of the many
glorious military conquests by the Prophet
Mohammed (peace be upon him); and that
Allah’s words in many places go far beyond the
simplistic level of thinking used by the ancient
Greeks.  And Muslims are well-known for
always emerging victorious in ideological
debates.  It is also notable that single Muslim
male tenants are relatively rare in RSLs, due to 
their better-developed family bonds.  In reality
I have for 16 years lived harmoniously with a
street-full of Muslim households
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(house-numbers 4,5,7,8,[9],10,12,13), but the
clique would not have noticed that.

In this context, did it really “just so happen”
that the new tenant brought for Flat 3 at 9
Augusta Rd had a distinctly Islamic name: Mr
Khalid el-Jid ?  And was a smoker too.

The earlier allocation, Flat 2, 8th May 2005

The essential idea of a housing co-op is that
people who are relatively co-operative in
character can have more control over their
housing, and a better quality thereof, in return
for helping to run it.  It is not something
suitable for all people, and especially one would 
not think of criminality as going with
co-operativeness.

On 30th November 2005 I was at
Birmingham Magistrates Court when the new
tenant Mr X was found guilty of shoplifting,
and it was then made known that he had
numerous recent previous criminal convictions.

In the 31st March 2005 RSR of 20-20
Housing Co-op, the number of units intended
for people with alcohol problems, drug
problems, mental health problems, learning
disabilities, or offenders and people at risk of
offending, was stated as zero.  This statement
of position was and still is appropriate given
that: 
1. 20-20 is not a general HA but more

specifically intended for those who wish to
constructively participate in co-operative
managing of housing, and

2. It is particularly small (27 flats and 22
family houses) and so is
inadequately-resourced to deal with such
special needs tenants.
By contrast in the same locality, MDCHA

manages 73 units intended for people with
alcohol problems.

The Flat 2 allocated to the vulnerable
alcoholic has uncarpeted stairs to fall down. 
And the electricity cardmeter is so high up that
he cannot reach it even by standing on a chair,
yet those “co-operators” have done nothing in
response to his requests for help.  He was put in 
there on his own (despite being unaccustomed
to being a lone occupier), in a bare flat with no
furniture and fittings as they had been stolen/
thrown out by MM, and no help with getting
any (so I gave him some of my own).  Six
months on, his shower and curtain rail are still
unfixed.

 From more than ten years’ acquaintance,
NB, MM and Mr Swift are very well aware that
I am a non-drinker (*), who strongly objects to
passive smoking (**), and does a fair amount of
published writing (***), and that I had
repeatedly made clear (in letters

aforementioned) that I was currently
precariously seriously ill and needed support
rather than more bother at that time.

The new tenant of Flat 2, 9 Augusta Rd
turned out to be a chain-smoking (**),
near-illiterate (***), alcoholic (*) criminal (four
points of incompatibility from myself).  Our
lifestyle could not be more different.  As the
author of four unchallenged, highly-praised,
published theories, like most such authors I
prefer and need to have at least some peace and 
quiet undisturbed alone, to concentrate on my
thinking.  I have struggled for decades to
overcome my misfortunes and health problems.  
In total contrast, Mr X has lived the life of one
who drinks and socialises to kill time, without
concern for the future.  His only other
occupation is watching TV; I’ve never owned
one.

And he is not just any alcoholic, but one who 
started in his teens, eventually became an
alcoholism counsellor for some years, then
relapsed and is now developing advanced
problems, namely seizures, Korsakoff’s
syndrome and paranoia.

Can that seriously be considered an
appropriate allocation, dumping an
extreme-case vulnerable alcoholic in a bare flat
next to someone else barely coping, and with no
attempt at helping either?  Or can it be better
understood as part of a rather obvious nasty
plan?

I could fill many pages describing the huge
amount of trouble I have been put to with this
neighbour—more visits by police in five months
than in the previous 15 years—but I will
confine this account to one particularly
revealing matter.

After the illiterate chainsmoking criminal
alcoholic moved in and I did my best to keep
him sorted (as described in EddiePaste.doc and
others), a problem arose that he and his unruly
associates kept smoking in the shared hallway
(and it takes a long time to defumigate, because 
the stairs make an underventilated reservoir).  

And with my precarious health (I am having 
to spend too much time and money on just
staying alive and capable) I need to avoid such
pollutants which are synergistic with the
mercury (e.g, a dose x of mercury which kills 1% 
of rats plus a dose z of aluminium which kills
1%, in combination kills 100%.).  So I wished to
seek clarification from the committee that such
smoking would be considered to constitute a
nuisance.  

But I did not want to be presenting this
anti-smoking proposal under my own name at
the very first meeting to which my new
chainsmoking illiterate alcoholic paranoid
neighbour would attend – getting us off to a bad 
start of me “offending” or “complaining” about
his smoking.  
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So it was with good reason that I sent my
proposal anonymously.  Furthermore, I had
only a couple of meetings earlier agreed that
MM should become correspondence secretary
(as he lives at the registered address) – so it
would be intercepted by him, whom for other
reasons I had in the interim recognised as being 
anticooperative.  So I went out of my way to
hide the fact that it came from me, and so I did
not type it.

Accordingly you will shortly be able to see
why the matter which was deceitfully and
deliberately refused inclusion in the minutes of
the June meeting was far from trivial.  Rather
it was—unknown to me—integrally related to
the program of MM to create conflict between
me and the vulnerable alcoholic, so as to drive
me out of my flat and take it over for himself.

In the next column I will put a copy of 2020
minutes correction.doc which speaks for itself. 
As it turned out, my new neighbour was too
incapacitated to attend that meeting anyway,
not that it helped much as the clique made sure 
he heard all about my request anyway, with my 
name in the minutes.  So much for the due
confidentiality they go on and on falsely
slandering me about in the audio recordings. 
As the “agreed” minutes of June 2005 stated:  

“Any other business.  Point raised regarding making
indoor communal areas of flats non-smoking. ....
agreed policy to be drafted .... Robin to draft
proposed policy for consideration.”

2020 minutes correction[.doc]  
[also emailed as important correction.eml]

AOB section

Midge Miller had been assigned role of
correspondence secretary at a recent meeting, with
Robin Clarke’s assent.  Mr Miller stated that a
handwritten letter proposing something had been
received*.  

*[Note to later readers – this was an important
proposal, as explained elsewhere.]

He stated that because it had no signature and no
evident source, therefore the Co-op rules obliged
that we could not consider it or even know what it
said.  He thereupon ceremonially tore the letter up. 
At this one of the members present stated that it was
he who had written it, at which Mr Miller instantly
said in a superior-sardonic tone “It was obvious it
was from you, Robin”.  

[Robin Clarke’s Comments on these events:  

(1) There is not and never has been any rule
prohibiting members of the committee from reading
or considering a proposal just because no signature
or name is attached to it.  It follows that Mr Miller
was deliberately lying to the co-op management
about an important point of procedure, and abusing
his powers as correspondence secretary.  

(2) He was either telling the truth that “it was
obvious that it was from you”, or else he was telling
the truth moments earlier when clearly claiming that
the sender was unidentifiable.  Either way, Mr Miller 
must have been deliberately lying a second time to
the Committee.

(3)  Quite how did Mr Miller’s semi-ingenious but
deceitful actions contribute positively to anything? 
The fact is that they did not, but instead were a clear
manifestation of his malevolent-spiritedness and
total lack of co-operative spirit   His deceitful actions 
brought a strong atmosphere of ill-will and
disharmony to the proceedings for no good reason
whatsoever. 

(4) Hostility to anonymous letters, and assertions of
unacceptability and invention of bogus prohibitions
thereof, are supremely characteristic of corrupt
bullies, who naturally wish to undermine legitimate
whistleblowers.  Mr Miller very aptly accorded with
his true character in those actions. ]
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That corrections document I emailed on 21
July to Chrissie Muirhead (who had taken the
minutes), and also at the July meeting I handed 
out copies of it to all present.  There followed
two or three minute’s silence, broken by Julius
Swift saying simply “No”, at which I asked why, 
at which he said he did not have to give any
reason, at which I said all this shameful deceit
would be reported to the Housing Corporation,
at which Mr Miller asked “Is that a threat?” to
which I replied “It is a statement”.  

Next came some words from the clique’s
faithful puppet Chairman Lynn Mansell
suggesting that some of it was a bit subjective
(more to the point a lot of it was not).  Then the
clique boss Nic Bliss entered (in his usual
arrrogated chairman role) with the proposal
that they just vote to accept the minutes as
they stood.  No attempt at an excuse for the
censorship was offered.

Later in that meeting, just as I was on the
point of challenging NB about his own lies to
me, NB and MM suddenly ran out from the
building and did not come back.   In the
discussion that followed, JS then declared to me 
that “showing people up” was not the purpose of 
these meetings.  Well, actually it is—it is also
known as calling to account:  if a Prime
Minister suddenly ran out from PM’s Question
Time just because a particular MP was called to 
speak, it would be headline news in all the next 
days’ papers.

They then had to deliberately falsify the
minutes of that (July) meeting too, to hush up
those deceitful events as well.  So you will note
in the “accepted” Minutes of that July meeting
this peculiar (and misleading) statement:

“Minutes of last meeting:  N Bliss proposed that the
minutes be accepted, J. Swift seconded, a request
from a member for a vote [actually NB had simply
proposed they vote to agree as circulated] on
whether the minutes should be accepted was held. 
Six voted in favour of acceptance, one objection and
one abstention. 
N Bliss explained for the benefit of the new member
the procedure of a meeting."

What really happened at that meeting I
have already detailed above.   Naturally, I then
wanted to challenge the predictable
second-round fabrication of minutes at the
August meeting, and so I prepared the
document Minutes of July 2005.doc, which I
will paste in here now.

“Minutes of July 2005.doc”

Important matters omitted from circulated Minutes
of July 2005 20-20 meeting 

[Minutes of previous meeting]

Robin Clarke circulated a draft of additional matter
which he considered needed to be recorded in the
minutes, concerning Midge’s handling of an
unsigned proposal letter that had been received (that
draft is appended below).  No one challenged the
truth of the essential details of Robin’s account, but
Nic proposed that instead the existing minutes
should be agreed without any additional material,
and this was accepted by a majority vote.

[Repairs]

Robin enquired what had been done about Nic’s
floor causing a noise problem in Flat 1.  Julius stated 
that it had been amicably resolved.  Robin stated that 
he understood that to be part of the truth, but had
heard evidence of some rather different accounts of
what had happened (at an earlier stage).  With this
he then proposed to ask Nic what he had to say about 
the matter.   At this, Nic suddenly sped out of the
meeting supposedly on grounds of personal interest
in the matter.
But that must be a decidedly specious rationale,
because:– (1) Nic had not left the room when that
exchange with Julius took place, but instead (2) he
only left as soon as the question of what he himself
might say arose;  and (3) anyway there was not
proposed a decision of “what to do about Nic’s flat”
which might justify Nic’s absence, only an asking of 
what Nic et al had been saying and why, which
obviously did not require Nic’s absence but rather
his presence.

[ ....  ]

Robin then asked about a problem he was having at
Augusta Rd, but it was explained that being subject
to an inquiry it would be best left till later.

(continued over...)
[to add at end]
————————————
Appendix to the Minutes of July meeting – 
Robin’s proposed addition to the previous meeting’s
minutes 
(and indicating relatively “subjective” matter to be
omitted from this record)
[[the continuation is the document “2020 minutes
correction.doc” already  pasted in above]]
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But in addition, I took with me to the
August meeting two audio recorders, and set
them up to record the meeting.  I did manage to 
record the beginning, as previously indicated – 
also downloadable from
www.2020housing.co.uk.  You can hear the vain 
search for excuses for banning me from
recording the meeting, and NB yet again
resorting to simply calling for a vote to ban the
recording.  And twice saying “don’t respond to
him”. 

 Furthermore, N Bliss can be clearly heard
on my recording twice uttering a slanderous
falsehood to the effect that I am on record as
having breached the proper confidentiality of
Co-op meetings.  He uttered that lie for the sole
purpose of providing a false justification for
preventing recording with a view to continuing
the cover up of the lies of MM and his own
barefaced lies concerning the floor of 3/18 Park
Rd.

And most tellingly you can hear that after I
asked “Why did Nic run out of the previous
meeting?”, there was a total silence then a
pretending that nothing had happened there.

And thereupon under cover of no recording,
N Bliss stated about my proposed corrections to 
the minutes that “I haven’t read this but I
propose we just vote to accept the minutes as
they are”.  (The audio and transcript give
further details.)

More on Midge Miller  
A year or two earlier, the previous tenant’s

friend Don (Harold Forde) had dumped a heavy
desk in the entrance of the hallway, such that I
could no longer get my bicycle out except via the 
back door.  I asked both NB and MM if they
could store that desk in their own spacious
hallways, but they said no, they would just
throw it out if it were in their hallway. 
Eventually, after about six months of major
obstruction for me and Joey Dowd (now of 4/16
Park Rd), I discovered how to disassemble it
and it is now stored unobtrusively in case a new 
tenant will find it useful.

And yet in the spring of 2005, after MM
came round and saw our much more than theirs 
cramped hallway for the first time (in which I
have to store my two bicycles and other things
which with good reason live in the common area 
without causing any problem), complaints
started to be made by MM and NB about the
“obstruction” and “clutter” here which must be
removed, and these supposedly overworked
people now found time to propose that BCHS
enforce a nannying anti-clutter policy which no
one had ever asked for in 20 years (though the
things in the passageways of NB’s 18 Park Rd
including a piano plus seven bikes would be
exempt from it).  As documented in the minutes 
of May 2005: “C. Muirhead to visit each of the
blocks of flats and inspect the communal areas.  

A letter will be sent to all blocks informing the
tenants of the importance of keeping the
communal areas tidy.”

I had pointed out that the damage to the
hallway caused by the previous tenant’s drums
needed to be repaired before the new tenants
came.  But as far as MM was concerned this
could not be done until the hallway was
“cleared”— a falsehood given that things were
not really obstructing the repairs and one could
with far more sanity argue that the works could 
not be done until the Flat doors had been
unlocked.  In short, just yet more false excuse
for harrassing me rather than doing anything
honestly useful.

It was things such as this which alerted me
that MM was at least somewhat of a deceitful
hypocrite.

But my suspicions develop only slowly.  Only 
later, after witnessing MM’s deliberate lies to
the committee, was it clear that he was actually 
scheming against me.

Lock changed in tenant’s absence

In essence
On Tuesday 25th October 2005 the front

door (communal) lock of my house was changed
without any good reason by the 20-20
management.  It was changed without warning, 
in my absence and the one key was left with a
paranoid alcoholic neighbour well-known to the
20-20 management to be hostile to me at that
time.

In full account
On 2nd July 2005, Nic Bliss improperly

introduced a new tenant to Flat 3, 9 Augusta
Rd.  Apart from the improprieties mentioned
earlier the new tenant did not have a signed (by 
me) share certificate so he was not a member
and therefore not entitled to the tenancy.  As
described in an earlier section, I correctly told
the new tenant that there was a problem, that
the flat was not ready to be re-let yet.  I did not
in any way obstruct the access of the new
tenant; indeed he went into the flat on several
occasions (but I was never requested to sign a
share certificate for him).

Thereafter, Nic Bliss made a false complaint 
that I had somehow improperly “obstructed” the 
new tenancy – the false complaint detailed
earlier.  Thereafter there was a period of
several months inaction by 20-20 personnel in
regards to re-letting Flat 3.

Some time after my alcoholic neighbour Mr
X became a tenant here, he befriended Lee
Wright (now of Belfast), who Mr X said was “on
remand” (presumably bail or probation) for
shoplifting, and allowed him access to copy his
keys.  At about the beginning of August 2005,
Lee Wright stole Mr X’s Telewest TV box and
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his wallet—a theft which was apparently
reported to the police.  On discovering this
theft, Mr X was very panicky and urgently
commissioned the changing of the front door
lock, much to my annoyance as I did not care to
change from the keys I have used for 15 years
living here.  

As the commissioner of that work, Mr X had
the entire responsibility for providing the new
keys to any others needing them, including
those needing access to Flat 3.  It was no
responsibility whatsoever of myself Robin
Clarke to provide such keys.  As a matter of
kindness and neighbourliness I gave some
technical assistance to Mr X in his time of
distress.  In doing so, I acquired no
responsibility to distribute keys to others
needing them.  

On the 11th of October, Julius Swift came
round and discovered that he did not have a key 
to get in.  A key was obviously already held by
Mr X and the Secretary, being myself living
here.  But the clique made no attempt to ask
me or Mr X to supply a key to them, nor to ask
who commissioned the lock-change or why.  

Instead, NB and his clique noted that they
could concoct an excuse for yet another false
allegation against me.  So they sent a letter
presenting as known fact the false allegation
that I had breached my tenancy agreement by
“unauthorised structural alteration” or
“damage”.  And the same lie-letter claimed they 
would be changing the lock on Monday 25th
October, the same day the letter arrived.  As it
happened the lock was not changed that day.  

But the next day, Tuesday 25th October, the 
front door lock of our house was changed,
without any good reason, by the 20-20
management.  Without good reason, because
they could have simply asked us for a key,
which they never did.

It was changed without good reason, without 
notice, in my absence, and the one key was left
with my paranoid alcoholic neighbour
well-known to the 20-20 management to be
hostile to me.  The committee meetings had by
then become totally secret but it appears that a
meeting on the usual third Thursday 20th
October “authorised” this abuse, only six days
after NB was visited by Mr X and his friend T,
angrily complaining about my supposed
deceitful trickery supposedly exposed that day
via BT (accidentally) connecting their phone
number to my phone line instead.  Thus they
were well appraised of a notion that Mr X could
be expected to be hostile if not merely
unreliable as a means of getting my key to me.

A notice was taped to the door stating
“Robin. Communal door lock has been changed.  
Eddie has your key, so you will need to buzz him 
for access. Phil Brown BCHS.”   Such notices

often get pulled off doors round here.  So I could 
have easily found myself marooned for days
outside my residence, if the notice had been
pulled off, or the alcoholic Mr X had been away,
or had been too paranoid at the time, or had
lost the one key.  And this serious disruption
with no good reason to change the lock anyway.

Even if they really were too shy or stupid to
ask us for a key, they could still have properly
pre-sent us the keys by recorded delivery (or by
hand).

Furthermore, to compensate for my innate
absentmindedness, I always have five copies of
keys.  Thanks to their imposition I would need
a new set of five, of the needlessly large
expensive new design they selected.

By this point, it was now even clearer that
the criminal abuses and deceit by 20-20
management were continuing, what with their
callousness and illegitimately making the
meetings secret.  Indeed even Mr X was now
becoming furious at the evident corruption of
the management, and increasingly siding with
me against them.  And we reckoned we had a
right to keep the criminal malmanagement out
of our building, and reverse their unwarranted
meddling.

So I and Mr X agreed to change the lock a
second time and put a notice on the door saying
we would allow access to any legitimate Co-op
business but not facilitate deceitful, illegitimate 
actions “authorised” improperly and secretly for 
malign ends (DoorNotice.doc).

Has Midge Miller’s agenda failed?
At this moment, MM’s secret agenda has not 

failed but has not succeeded either, thanks to a
number of factors.

They underestimated my intellect, innate
good-neighbourliness, experience of coping with  
difficult people, resourcefulness and
desperation.  I asked too many questions.  I saw 
through four lies, and my suspicion was
aroused.  This forced them into an impromptu
chain of rather obvious cover-up actions.

The alcoholic Mr X turned out to be at least
generally honest and non-violent, and
eventually came himself to appreciate that NB
was the villain rather than the hero.  And he
shared my particular sense of humour and
directness of language.

My rapidly growing expertise in managing
my mercury problem has kept my health
relatively stable.

Yet still, if I had not been secretary, the
criminals could have got away unchallenged
about their harassment of me, as they did in
respect of Mr Talbot and Mr Walsh.  So one
must wonder how much more of this is going on 
here or elsewhere.
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Joining the Dots
You can now see how in the preceding

pages I have described a series of actions, none
of which in isolation look like a criminal offence 
or even clear indication thereof.  Some look like
mere rotten luck.  And some are clearly deceit
and evasiveness but not necessarily much more.  
And yet when you see all these ‘dots’ placed
together, with their meaning revealed by their
inter-relation and accompanying context, then
it is obvious that those actions were far from
innocent, but rather part of a pattern of
harassment and its concealment.

I could easily have failed to discover much of 
what I have described here.  I could add more,
especially if we include things that I know but
understandably cannot show.  And how much
more has been going on that they have simply
managed to keep hidden?  
Why all those evictions from this Senior
Community Regeneration Officer’s flagship
co-op in this highly-popular area in a time of
housing shortage crisis?
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Part 3:  How the Housing Corporation responded

Earlier sections have indicated how my
internal attempts at challenging these abuses
were not addressed by 20-20 or BCHS but
instead led to further abuses.

The guidance documents published by the
Housing Corporation (HC) and Housing
Ombudsman (HO) were confusing in that
nowhere was any clear indication given that
they did deal with such institutional
harassment, but neither that they did not. But
it evidently fitted into the category of
‘wrongdoing’ so I started to prepare a report to
the HC (and a friend who is a governor of
MDCHA advised me likewise).  

However, in the very disturbing context of
my health crisis and the surrounding mayhem
and the hostile “co-op”, I was struggling to
progress the report over many weeks (I did fail
English Language twice due to my extreme
difficulty with writing).  And I was fearful that
the adversities would defeat me before I could
finish it.  

So on 5th September I posted a premature
panicked complaint to the HO website,
seriously inadequate in content and
presentation, but nevertheless making clear
that I was accusing the management of
criminal harassment rather than anything less.  
The HO promptly forwarded it to the HC, and
they wrote to 20-20 to ask them if my
allegations were true — as though the police
would first write to a suspect to ask whether
they really did do the things alleged against
them.

This was followed by the 20-20/BCHS
deceits which were employed at the 15th of
September meeting to unworthily dismiss me
as secretary and committee-member.

That same 15th September I sent my first
report to the HC Head of Supervision, which
clearly spelled out the facts, albeit not with the
greatest of skill.  It included the first audio
recording and dated files as herewith.  Four
days later I sent the promised supplement
concerning the September meeting.

The response of the HC was to send me
letters externally identifiable by their logo and
marked “Private and Confidential”.  It was just
by good fortune that no members of the
harassment team were round this way to
intercept such obvious letters at the time.  A
letter of 5th October (003cslt) from the
Wolverhampton office indicated by clear
implication that they were treating the 20-20
deceivers (Lynn Mansell etc) as though they
must be truth-telling independent arbitrators of 

the matter, and whose replies could be assumed 
to be giving an honest account of the ongoing
inquiry.  

A further letter of 17th October (004cslt)
stated that “It is not the Housing Corporation’s
role to investigate allegations; however any
outcome of investigations made by the Co-op or
any other independent organisation
commissioned by the Co-op may result in
regulatory action being taken. Therefore we are
currently in the process of making the
appropriate enquiries to the Co-op regarding the 
information received.”   

In both those letters we see the clear
assumption that the Co-op management are
trustworthy people rather than deceitful
criminals.  It would be tempting to describe
those replies as incompetent, but probably
fairer to say that they were competent within
the box of false assumptions that is the existing 
system within which CS was working.

I myself was paralysed with horror by those
replies (to the extent that it is possible to be
thus paralysed when living with the
unpredictable mayhem of a selected
problem-neighbour).  It seemed that not only
was 20-20 against me, and the unruly people
within this house were, and BCHS, but also
now the HC was also presuming that my
harassers were decent honest people and by
implication my complaint was unworthy. 
Wouldn’t you be very distressed to find all those 
organisations against you and none defending
you?  I feared that maybe that was why Nic
Bliss and Midge Miller had seemed so relaxed
about the prospect of my complaining to the
HC.

I replied that I could not consider the
investigation appointed by Lynn Mansell to be
valid, for numerous reasons, not least that it
had just a disembodied name contactable only
via Mrs Mansell, and would be confined to the
original inadequate complaint of the 5th of
September.

Despairing of getting any help from the HC
or HO, I thereafter spent months struggling in
search of other options.  Ultimately it came to
seem that I would have to bring a private
prosecution without legal aid and representing
myself as a litigant-in-person.  As a chronic
invalid (with those wonderful prospects of
success now a distant impossibility), I would be
risking insoluble debt.

 Eventually I decided to prepare this new
report instead, as a last resort before initiating
that private prosecution.
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Part 4:  What is to be done?

I have shown that there is a blind-spot in
the housing regulation system, apparently
resulting from an understandable
“common-sense” assumption that RSLs cannot
become dominated by criminals systematically
engaged in abusing the organisation to harass
their own tenants.  

The information presented here points to
some risk factors to pay attention to, such as:

• Small fully-mutual co-operative
• Shortage of volunteers
• Office located in a tenancy
• Tenant employed by management agency
• Disparity of size/quality of units

Changes are needed in the system such that
cases such as these can be recognised and
properly dealt with.  One part of the revised
system would need to ensure that tenants are
specifically told where to send complaints which 
relate to matters not merely of unfairness or
error, but of deliberate deceit and harassment.

Documentation

A number of my dated computer files
mentioned hereabove are included on the
accompanying CD disc.  Please note that they
were my private routine correspondence never
envisaged for wider circulation, and I would be
grateful for your treating them with due
discretion.

Numerous more are available if interested
(though less relevant).  

The CD is in the CD-Extra format which means 
that a CD player will see only some CD-audio
tracks while a computer will see only the
computer things (which include wav files of the
audio).

The audio recording files are also downloadable
from www.2020housing.co.uk .

My transcripts of the audio are on the pages
which follow hereafter.
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TRANSCRIPT 1 OF 2

(August 2005 meeting) Robin Clarke, Ursula
Barrington, Phil Brown, Nic Bliss, Lynn
Mansell, Lucy Bastin, Eddie. (others also
present)

Note the following.  
1. Obvious lack of response after my

question about NB suddenly running out
of the previous meeting. 

2. Slanderous falsehood twice repeated by
NB.  

3. A high proportion of NB’s words are
aimed at directing the meeting
(arrogating the role of Chairman), and
trying to quash discussion.

4. No good reason for preventing recording.

RC you certainly are, you are violating
housing corporation rules by refusing to
accept openness at these meetings.

UB Your minutes Robin ..
R ... Honesty and openness ...
UB Your minutes ...
R ... are not censored unlike these minutes.

I’m sorry but the fact you’re not willing to
be recorded proves how corrupt you are.

NB Don’t respond to him ... that’s Lucy’s ...
that’s your ...

... [their tense laughter] 

R ... could always delete ...

[NB goes out to disconnect the power
supply to my other recorder; I go and
reconnect it]

Tell us what you’ve got to hide.  The fact
of the matter is we’ve already got the
evidence that you’re corrupt and just
thought you might like to give further
demonstration of the fact.

UB I think this is inappropriate Robin
R I think a lot of other things are far more

inappropriate.
LM Robin, we’re here for a committee

meeting.
R And what’s wrong with recording it?
LM Well, this doesn’t feel like a committee

meeting.

R What do you mean?  Well, it’s certainly a
20-20 clique....  Well, of course we can cut
the confidential out, that’s not a problem
in any way.

NB Let’s just take a vote on whether the
meeting should be recorded.

R There’s ample evidence already of your
corruptness.

UB You see I think Robin that’s out of order....
NB Don’t respond to him.
UB ... that’s inappropriate.  If you’ve got

something to make a complaint about ....
R What’s inappropriate is falsification of

these meetings.
NB Ursula, don’t respond to him.
R Why else would I want to record it?  Why

do I want to record the meeting except to
demonstrate your deceitful lack of
openness?  Tell me another reason.

NB I would suggest we open the meeting and
take a  vote on whether it should be
recorded.

R Why do we need a vote?  What problem
would it cause?  

PB It’s called democracy I think.
R Well, it’s called honesty which some

people in this room aren’t capable of.
I mean I’m quite happy to support 20-20
Co-op but not 20-20 lying clique.

NB Can we just start the meeting and take a
vote on whether it’s gonna be recorded? 
Ursula and Lynn.

LM Yes.   Is it 7 o’clock?  So we can officially
start.

NB It is Seven, yes.  
LM Ok, So we open the meeting at 7 and ...
NB Before we do anything ...
LM needs to be do we agree that the meeting

is ... (buzzer rings)
LB Anybody’s name that needs to be

confidential ...
R Well of course it will be treated as

confidential.  I mean, the minutes could ...
LB Robin, normally (let me speak) normally

when we have a meeting we do have to
mention the names of people, sometimes
that has to be confidential.

R Of course ... look we take the risk ....
NB Listen
LB You’re talking a lot [check this transcript

for yourself, less than 50/50 with the other 
side] ...
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[phone interference noise]
... and so we’d have to conduct the
meeting in a very different way from
normal ... [which is absolute cobblers]

R Not at all 
LB ... and make sure that no names which

are likely to embarass someone ... because 
we don’t have control over what happens
to this tape ... the other members of the
committee.  We do have a responsibility to 
make sure [whereas I as Secretary do
not???]

R But I happen to be ...
NB [slanderous falsehood] We have records of

you circulating minutes outside the Co-op. 
So the Co-op has to have its committee
meetings, you know, keep its records to
itself.

R No, look ...
NB But as I say, I would like to propose we

take a vote on whether the meeting is
recorded or not.  I don’t think we need to
discuss it.

R Well, we do need to discuss it because
there isn’t ...

NB So I’m ...
R ... a good reason, because at no point have

I, ... when you take the written account,
the written account could include
inappropriate things as well.  It’s only just 
more [[...difficult to play everyone a bit of
tape than to point to a sentence on a
printed sheet]].

LM ........  at the beginning of the meeting ......
R Yes, but you can check this.  I’m not going 

to circulate this to everyone
instantaneously.  

NB [repeat of slanderous falsehood] Yes but
you’re already circulating things to all
sorts of people.

R [actually I wasn’t anyway, but ...] Things
that are extremely appropriate and your
... barefaced lies ...

LM Shall we just take a vote?
R Do you see what filth this man is?  Just so 

proud to just corrupt and lie.
LM So if people want, don’t mind the meeting

to be taped ...
R I mind.   [aside to my alco-neighbour who

has just entered a 20-20 meeting for first
ever time:] They’re trying to stop the
recording.

LM Then those people ...
R We object to it not being taped.

NB Well, Eddie, you’re most welcome, but
Eddie is not actually a committee
member.

R Yes but the only other decent person in
the room.

LM So if you want to have the meeting taped,
if you could say so now.

R I object to the recording stopping.  And I
think the Housing Corporation will as
well.

LM Right, if anybody would prefer that the
meeting wasn’t taped, if they could say so
now.

R Can they give their names? 
E Come on Robin, move over, and let me ...
R Jules and Lynn have it censored.
NB Well, that’s 3 against 1.
LM It isn’t censored Robin.
R It IS censoring, it’s deliberate deceit.
NB Abstentions.
LB Provided that this recording doesn’t go

anywhere ...
R [aside to Eddie:] Don’t you recall they

deliberately changed the ...
E [intimidated in this totally novel setting]

I don’t know.
R You remember they ran out of the

previous meeting ...
LB Provided this doesn’t go outside of this

co-op that’s absolutely fine.
R Why did Nic run out of the previous

meeting?

[Obvious lack of reply or comment]

LM Robin, so we’ve agreed that we don’t want
to be taped.  Caus we’re not sure what
your intentions are.  [well Lynn, how
about answering that question stated
seconds earlier for a start, about what
Lynn herself witnessed and agreed to
falsify about? — Quite what are Lynn’s
intentions???]

R And that’s an illegitimate decision; I’m
sorry, I just do not respect this group,
clique of liars,

LM Well, we’re not sure what your intentions
are Robin.

NB Can we ...
R My intentions are to get rid of this filth.
N Can we remove this now?

ENDS
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TRANSCRIPT 2 of 2

(October 2005 meeting) 

This contained quite a lot of simultaneous
talking, from which I have only extracted what
seems the predominant voices, and omitted a
minute or two altogether due to the great
difficulty of this transcripting process – I have
elsewhere indicated my extreme lack of talent
for taking minutes.

LB Why is that recording?
R Pardon?
LB Why is that recording?
R So that we know what’s said at the

meeting.
LB Nic, is everybody agreed that this is

recorded again?

[some unclear words]
[microphone movement noises]

It has to be agreed that it’s recorded.
R You really think so?
LM Oh Robin, what are we doing?
E Robin, this is about rent not about bloody

discussion.
R It can be ... why can it only be about .... 
[E Turn it off.]
N The general meeting’s been called to

consider the issue of rent increases.
R And.  
N That’s the only thing on the agenda.
LM That’s it.
E That’s it.
R Are you telling me that this meeting is

not capable of discussing anything else,
this organisation is not capable of
discussing any...

N No.  The notice of the general meeting
LM Robin ...
R Wasn’t Lynn talking about openness at

the previous meeting?
L ... this is not what this meeting’s been

called [for] is it?
R Yes but it’s... it’s ...
LM This is a separate meeting this is a

separate meeting because we have to sort
the rent out.

R Why do you not want general meetings?
N Can we discuss the rent?  I mean, we’re

now got quorate.  Can we discuss the rent
increases?

E Can you turn that off please?

R No, there’s no reason to turn it off.
E [shouting:] Turn it off!

[multiple voices hereafter]

R How about that we ... why is Nic Bliss so
unwilling ...

LM Well, you were trying to hijack this
meeting ....

R I’m trying to establish the truth.
LM ... to make it into something different.
R Called establishing the truth.
N Listen, listen, listen ... can I just ...
R And why not discuss everything?
N If anybody listens to this all they’ll hear is 

this idiot ranting.
R ... is you suppressing the meeting.  Why

can’t we discuss ...
N I’m saying, I’m saying record it Robin.
R And we’ll discuss, you know what we need 

to discuss but you refuse to discuss it
because you can’t accept the truth --
you’re not willing to be put on record
because you know you’re a liar.  That’s the 
reason.

N Can I ...
LM Robin, we’re here to sort the rent out.
R We’re here to be honest about the co-op.
E Robin, will you shut your mouth now.
LM Robin, we are not here to discuss ...
E Robin turn that off caus I’ll turn it off.
N Eddie, Eddie, Eddie, Eddie, leave him.
R Why shouldn’t it be recorded?

[etc.]
LB Nobody says you shouldn’t record it.
R Except that you started objecting.
LB No - I said “Why is it being recorded?”
R The reason why I’m doing it is because we 

have a conman here, who lies, he lies and
he needs to be put on record.

LM Robin, are you here to discuss the rent?
R I’m here to establish the truth, clean up

this filthy co-op.
LM Robin, are you here to discuss the rent?
R Yes - And everything else that needs

discussing.
LM Robin, this meeting is to discuss the rent.
R Why are you not allowing discussion of

anything else at general meetings?
N Can we discuss the rents then?

...
[continues awhile, including discussion of
rents]
...
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N The meeting was called to discuss the rent 
increases.

R No, that’s a simple excuse.  Why does not
this co-op have the capability of discussing 
other things?  Because you can’t cope with 
the truth Nic Bliss, that is the truth.

N Does anyone ... Does anyone ... Can we
close the meeting now?

LM We can close the meeting.
R Well, it’s a waste of time obviously caus

you’re not willing to be honest.

E [shouting:] Shut up will you! Or I’ll lose
my temper.
[...]

R He has to go away because he can’t face
the truth.

E [shouting:] Oh shut up Robin you [....]
[...]

ENDS

Midge Miller did not attend meetings after
fleeing from the July one, so I am unable to
provide any recordings featuring his voice.
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Summary

On a superficial reading, the supposedly independent
report by “Helen White” gives an extremely misleading
impression that it constitutes evidence that
harassments were not committed by 20-20 personnel. 
But on more careful examination, the exact opposite is
clearly seen to be the case.  In reality the report
provides even more confirmation of important parts of
my (Robin Clarke’s) account of the harassments.  The
report also asserts an outrageous libel against me.

Essential background

The report by "Helen White" (HW) is concerned with 
some of the same complaints as were described in my
various reports to the Housing Corporation (15 Sept
2005; 17 Sept 2005; January 2006 - "The Housing
Regulation Blind-Spot"; February 2006 - "Deciding the
Future of 20-20 Housing Co-operative").

HW's report came about as follows.  In July 2005, it
became clear that I was being lied to as part of an
underhand project to harass me and others out of their
flats.  I eventually started to prepare a report to the
Housing Corporation, but due to the extremely difficult 
circumstances of constant harassments I was
struggling to make progress in preparing that report on 
a complex subject not of my own choosing.  It looked
likely that the adversities would defeat me before
I could get the report finished.  So on the 5th of
September I panicked into composing a much shorter,
very inadequate and incomplete report and posted it to
the Housing Ombudsman via internet.  

It was my intention that that original panicked
report should be fully superceded by my later ones. 
But instead it was inappropriately referred straight
back to the criminals of 20-20, and they were allowed
to appoint their own choice of supposedly independent
agent to conduct an investigation into that premature,
incomplete, panicked, less-useful original complaint of
5th September.

Re:  Extremely Misleading Report by “Helen White” 
concerning 20-20 Housing Co-operative

A report to the Housing Corporation 

By Robin P Clarke 
Member of 20-20 Housing Co-operative 1985– and
recently Secretary of 20-20 Housing Co-operative

April 2006



On learning of this ridiculous plan, I presented a
clear explanation of the reasons why it would be an
unacceptable waste of money.  For instance my letter to 
HW copied to Lynn Mansell of 26th October 2005.  And 
my letter of 18th Nov 2005 clearly reiterated the
objections points again.  And even earlier a letter to
LM had stated “please note that your supposedly
independent agency should definitely not go ahead”. 

In view of these considerations, plus that proper
criminal investigations could be compromised, I made
clear to HW that I would withhold my evidence.  Just
out of my normal courtesy I did talk with her on her
visit, to clarify some of her misunderstandings (though
not all).

It became apparent that this worthless unhelpful
inquiry was going ahead anyway, so I wrote on 18th
November to the Ombudsman to reiterate that I
wished to withdraw my complaint of 5th September. 
And they duly confirmed that withdrawal of my
complaint to the Ombudsman.  

In the event, HW's report has turned out to be a
mixed blessing.  On a superficial reading it is
extremely misleading in giving an impression that it
constitutes evidence that harassments were not
committed by 20-20 personnel.  But on more careful
examination, the exact opposite is clearly seen to be the 
case.  In reality the report provides even more
confirmation of important parts of my (Robin Clarke’s)
account of the harassments.

Despite all this, the criminals still controlling 20-20
would have you think that HW's document is a
straightforwardly worthwhile report on these matters. 
I would not have bothered you with this additional
report here now, but that it appears that the 20-20
criminals have sent you HW's unhelpful mis-report
with the deceitful pretence that it gives worthy
authoritative conclusions.  In consequence it is
necessary to give you this proper analysis of it.

General objections to 
the "Helen White" report

As already made clear before HW's inquiry even started:-

1. HW’s inquiry relates only to my 5 September
complaint to the Housing Ombudsman, which as
previously stated was a premature panic document
totally superceded by much more comprehensive later
reports.  
2. It is no more appropriate for the
deeply-implicated Lynn Mansell to be appointing a
supposedly independent inquiry than for me to be
doing so.
3. Other than being appointed by the untruth-teller 
Lynn Mansell, “Helen White” are a black box, with no
address/ phone/ company name, and only contactable
via Lynn Mansell, a party to the matter.  HW provided
no further enlightenment on her visit.  
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In addition,

4. I withheld my evidence (for the reasons already
explained).
5. Not the slightest attempt was made to refer back 
to me so that I could put right the huge errors of fact
that are contained in the report.  Yet the report
purports to be "Final Report .... 8.3.06". Besides my
only being sent it a month later than that, the
possibility therefore arises that maybe a draft version
was produced but the 20-20 criminals chose not to pass
it on to myself for feedback.
6. The list of complaints is very incomplete (and
incorrect in places), due to my decision to minimise
disclosure to HW.
7. Even more evidence of abuse has now arisen.

The various findings of “no evidence” are simply the
consequence of my non-disclosure, and hence of no
significance.

Specific errors in the report

C2- It is not true that formal complaints have
usually been investigated in line with the spirit of the
policy, at least in the cases which I have had any
involvement in (details on request), for instance as
documented in my previous reports.

It is not true that I did not attempt to remedy the
flawed complaints policy.  In 1994 I wrote a substantial 
critique, and subsequently have numerous times
objected to the procedures (details on request).  At no
time have I expressed approval of either the theory or
the practice.  Most notably more recently was my
complaint about the abysmal malhandling of the false
complaint by Nic Bliss (for details see previous
documents).

I did try to get the policies changed, and I objected
to the new policy introduced in spring 2005, but I was
always one voice in a hostile group, and hence with no
effect on the result.

C4- HW here misunderstands the underhand plan
(as explained in my earlier reports).  The reason for
throwing out all furniture and fittings from Flat 2 was
not primarily to make difficulty for the new tenant of
Flat 2.  Rather, by magnifying the adversities of the
new criminal-alcoholic tenant, it would cause all the
more difficulty for myself; the disparity of poverty
would be all the more stark between Robin Clarke the
ever-prudent conserver and Mr Alcoholic the
ever-wasteful consumer/thief.  Despite being a poor
person myself, I had to donate many of my own things
to the alco-criminal in order to placate him.

They would easily get rid of the alcoholic anyway
(once they had driven out myself), by provoking him, by 
exploiting his character weaknesses, and by generating 
false complaints to feed to their false procedure (as
they did with myself).  My earlier reports to the HC
had previously explained and documented the whole
matter in accordance with this understanding.
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There was (very) clear evidence of a deliberate
attempt to make it difficult.  I have had many years of
involvement in environmental campaigning (Bham
Friends of the Earth, secretary of PushBikes campaign
group for several years, and so on, see internet search),
and so I strongly objected in advance to any wasteful
procedure of throwing everything out.  See my account
of the clearance on page 26-27 of my September 2005
report to the HC.  See also page 26 of the Blind-Spot
report.  

C5- There was evidence, in abundance, of
malevolent intent behind the lettings; see earlier
reports.  The “some evidence” of due process is
worthless because as HW page 9 (c13) states: “NB has
access to 20/20 files at BCHS .... and is considered to
have best intentions ... .”.  And he had several months
warning in which to compromise the Co-op’s records.  

There was an abundance of evidence that both  of
the tenants were selected for their lifestyle (etc); again,
see earlier reports.

C7- This section is relatively well reported. 
However, we do not “believe” that the floor repairs
would be cheap and easy; we know it from direct
observation.  By contrast those who asserted that it
would be difficult resorted to inventing deliberate lies
in support of their deceit, which cannot reasonably be
characterised as “believing” either.

Measurements of noise levels are a pretty useless
means of determining the psychological impact.  A
quietly-moaning child can be annoying whereas a loud
Salsa CD can be pleasant.  By contrast, the testimony
of three tenants and the death of one, combined with
the extent of deceit employed to resist doing anything
about it, testifies amply to the genuine seriousness of
the problem.  (Thus HW’s report rightly recommends
getting quotes for the work.)

“Complaints tend to be [oral] rather than written”: 
On the contrary, I made my complaints numerous
times in writing (see reports etc).

C10 - I withheld my evidence concerning the lies;
see reports.  There was no “difference of opinion”; just
barefaced deceit by NB, MM, etc.

C11- This section is extremely muddled.  Firstly the 
summary of complaint is muddled.  What actually
happened was fully explained and documented in my
reports.  

In 2004-5 I repeatedly said and wrote that I was
very ill, barely able to cope due to mercury poisoning.  
I was not requested to supply medical evidence – of
course not!  Do you seriously think they would write to
say “We are hoping to start harassing you shortly, so
can you confirm that you are in a medically vulnerable
state so we can be sure you won’t be able to cope” ? 

 My health was a consideration because as my
documentation showed, I had repeatedly written to the
clique that I was seriously ill, and that the floor
problem would seriously impact on it (as in retrospect
would having a criminal alcoholic dumped in an
adjoining bare flat and so on).  Furthermore from long
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personal acquaintance, MM’s coming into my very
unkempt flat, and so on, it would have been
self-evident that I was indeed barely coping.

The absence of medical documentation is irrelevant
as I was never asked for it (see above).  But as it
happens my GP has now referred me for mercury
fillings removal. (P.S.: Two studies of mercury fillings,
released this April, apply only to children age 6-10
whom no-one has ever claimed to be vulnerable to
mercury poisoning anyway; the studies need to
continue into adulthood before any clear results of
chronic toxicity would be expected.)

C12 - I was not told what the complaint was, not
only not told during the visit, but never told.  The
outrageously disgraceful last letter from Sheryl Blake
(”Senior Co-op Services Officer”) falsely claimed that I
had obstructed the new tenant. But it failed to explain
quite how this obstruction supposedly occurred —
which is not surprising because there was no
obstruction.  The new tenant Mr Khalid el-Jid walked
unimpeded into the flat, visited it on numerous
occasions and just decided to abandon the tenancy after 
two or so weeks (his letters continued to come here).  

HW here gives a very poor précis of that disgraceful
letter from Sheryl Blake.  You should instead study the 
letter for yourself in conjunction with my exposure of
its inexusable deceits and evasions (BCHS....doc).  

C14 - There was no “custom and practice” not to
deal with anonymous letters.  On the contrary the
essence of the original Co-op ethos was that everyone
was a partner in managing the property they jointly
owned, and so a notion that the management
committee should not see letters sent to them is utterly 
ridiculous.  Sure, the “Co-op” ethos has been corrupted
of late, but that is exactly one of the things I have been
concerned to point out.

The anonymous note method was the best method,
as it can be appropriate in the same way as the
confidentiality that the liars are so keen on.  What does 
it matter whom a policy proposal comes from?  The
proposal is a proposal full stop; it is not an assertion
which would depend on the credibility of its source.  

It was not a matter of generating “bad feeling”. 
Rather of deliberate deceit and abuse of office, abuse of
trust.

C15 - The minutes did not record the essential facts.  
The abovementioned deliberate deceit and abuse of
office and abuse of trust are clearly the most important 
things to occur at the meeting and should have been
most prominently recorded, rather than deliberately
omitted altogether.  In my 21 years in 20-20 I had
never before identified such abuses in the meetings, so
naturally there would be no norm of how to minute it,
but still the above stands as valid.

There definitely was something extremely sinister
and contrived about a deliberate cutting out of the most 
important things about the meeting.
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It was not a matter of me “feeling aggrieved”; rather 
it was a matter of deliberate deceit in pursuance of
criminality, colluded in by all the other committee
members and by BCHS personnel too.

C16 - It is emphatically not true that the reason for
NB leaving the meeting was due to declaring an
interest in the matter.  Firstly, he did not leave when I
questioned Julius Swift about the 3/18 floor.  Only
when I pointed out that JS’s explanation was defective, 
and was about to question NB himself about it this
discrepancy, did he suddenly race out of the building,
and not come back. No-one said anything about
declaring of interests; rather, he rushed out instantly. 
Furthermore, declaring an interest was obviously
irrelevant at that point because there was no
decisionmaking to have an interest in.  It was simply a
calling-to-account questioning.  It is absurd to suppose
that an officer should leave a room just because
questions are arising that hey has an interest in.  On
the contrary hey should be required to stay to be called
to account.  

You can clearly hear in the subsequent recordings
how NB persisted with the very same refusal to allow
due challenge on-the-record about his deceits.

It was only because of these abuses and deliberate
falsifications of the minutes that I went to much
trouble to make those audio recordings. Why else
would I have tried to record the meetings, and to put
those questions on record???  

There is my consistent testimony about MM racing
out of the meeting at the same time – the testimony of
the only person manifestly telling the truth about these 
meetings in general.

C17 - The notion about “the normal etiquette for
recording meetings” is absurdly out of place in the
context of criminal deceits going on.  Would the normal
etiquette be to ask permission to carry out the deceits?  
I did not have merely a right to record the meeting, I
had a duty to do so, so as to inform the other members
of the deceits being carried out against them, and to
inform taxpayers of the abuse of their hard-earned
cash.   Whether the others might have had a right to
refuse the recording is irrelevant.  More to the point
the non-committee members had a right to be not
deceived about the meetings, to know exactly what
happened at them; and that right was deliberately
infringed by the criminals.  And the silencing was
knowingly done with no valid reason.  That is a vastly
more important consideration than any supposed right
to secrecy.  If any committee members did not want to
be open with the rest of the owner-membership of the
“fully-mutual co-operative” they did have the right to
instead simply resign from the committee.  Instead
they all chose to collude in covering up criminality.

In these sections of her report HW has betrayed a
marked lack of neutrality (as would be expected from
my critique above).
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C18 - This section of HW’s report contains an
outrageous libellous falsehood about me.

The assertion that there was no written record of
NB’s libellous comments is ridiculous in the context of
a clear accepted audio recording of his saying them. 
And all the more so in the context of patent deceitful
lack of openness of the clique-members.  Indeed, HW’s
report itself acknowleges that NB said “We have
records of you circulating co-op information outside the
co-op” (though actually you can hear that he made that
false claim twice).  

There is not evidence in support of NB’s libellous
claim that I had circulated things inappropriately or in
breach of proper confidentiality.  Note that there are no 
details given of what, when, where, to whom.  That’s
because there was no improper circulation (c.f.
corresponding lack of specificity about NB’s other lie
about my supposedly ‘obstructing’ a tenant).

My 2020housing.co.uk website did not “look like an
official co-op website” (and never has), nor was it 
designed to look “official”.  On the contrary it was
always and remains obvious to any literate person that 
it was a basic webpage severely critical of the 20-20
clique-op.  That was its whole purpose.  No
authorisation can be required for such a site.  Given
that it is about the only source of the truth about the
20-20 thump-operative, there is no reason for any
complaint about it; but on the contrary it should be
praised as a great contribution towards exposing the
criminality which infests this malorganisation.  That
was just yet more deceit from the liars still in corrupt
control.

R1 -  It is not a matter of “bad feelings” or “damaged 
relationships”.  Rather it was deliberate deceit and
abuse of trust in pursuit of criminal aims.

The “negative experience” can only be resolved by
the dismissal of the entire unworthy management (as
per my February report).

It is not a true characterisation of events to say that 
foul language and abusive comments from myself
affected the quality of the response of others.  Please
check for yourself the extremely reasonable tone that is 
found almost without exception in my extensive
correspondence, and in the more than ten minutes
recording of my talking in the face of outrageous
criminality of others.  Sure, I did refer to liars as liars,
and so on.  So what?  We have to call things what they
are -- there’s no point in calling a liar a teapot instead. 

There is just one instance where I used an
extremely common word, a word which is constantly
shouted casually by the selected alcoholic neighbour
here and his choice visitors.  Being a very civilised
person myself I cross the road rather than walk past
the store which sells those clothes so commonly worn
which have four letters on the chest.  But sometimes a
particular word is the most appropriate one.  The
grossly deceitful, nasty letter from the supposedly
senior professional Sheryl Blake was so utterly
inexusable that that word was altogether appropriate
in my reply (BCHS... doc).  Rather than preoccupy with 
the trivialities of language, it would be more
appropriate to have regard to the extensive disgraceful
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content I pointed out in it, and the fact that its author
remains uncensured concerning such professional
misconduct.

R12 - The opening of this section of HW’s report is a
load of empty suppositions with not the slightest basis
in fact.  The criminality and deceit were not caused by
me but by others themselves.  

R14 - There is not the slightest need for a policy on
anonymous letters; quite the contrary.  Just stick to the 
proper original ethos of frankness and openness
between the co-owners of the property.

R17 - All meetings should be audio-recorded as a
matter of obligation, to prevent deceit.  There is no
good reason not to.  Those who would prefer to prevent
proper openness towards the other co-owners are free
to exercise their right to simply resign.

R19(h) - The complainant has now obtained a letter
of referral from his doctor concerning the mercury
poisoning he had repeatedly reported to the clique-op.   

HW’s confirmations of my allegations

A most important thing about HW’s report is that
even though it is strongly biased against me and
contains much ignorant nonsense, it nevertheless
provides corroborative testimony to the truth of some
important points of my own account, which would
otherwise be limited to the status of “Robin Clarke
alleges that”.

The outcome of this is that far from detracting from
my case it actually strengthens it substantially. I now
present the details.

Defective allocation of Flat 2/9 Augusta Rd (C5)

“There were no other interview records retained and
there was no evidence of a home visit [as required by]
the Allocations Policy and Procedure document
supplied”.

Defective allocation of Flat 3/18 Park Rd (C6)

“... there was insufficient evidence on file to ascertain 
whether the transfer policy had been adhered to in
practice i.e. whether the transfer request had been put
in writing indicating reasons and requirements nor if
housing need had been ‘pointed’ according to allocations 
policy.”

“Nor was there any record of whether any other
members had applied or been considered on their
relative merits for this property.”
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Severely improper final letter concerning the
false complaint (C12)

In addition to the several points made by myself in
earlier documents concerning this outrageous letter
from Sheryl Blake, HW’s report acknowledges as
follows.

“RC is correct in that the letter did not mention any
action to be taken re: his request regarding the noisy
floor which was his main justification for objecting to
the letting.  Nor did the letter state what the next course
of action open to the complainant could be other than
an offer to discuss it further with the BCHS officer.”

But please also see my earlier documentation for
the full picture (BCHS... .doc, which I should point out
contains my most extreme language).

Excessive control by Nic Bliss in both 20-20 and
BCHS; and facility for NB to interfere with the
records of 20-20 and to manipulate the complaints 
procedure (C13).

“NB has access to 20/20 files at BCHS through his
role as committee member and treasurer and through
his normal, regular presence in an open plan office.
NB is well known within BCHS and is generally
considered a well-informed and authoritative figure
and in that sense is influential.  He is considered to
have genuine, best intentions for the Co-op but this can
sometimes mean he may overstep the boundaries of his
role. For example, on the matter of seeking legal advice
NB suggested a course of action involving him
attending meetings with the solicitor but was advised
by BCHS that he should not be involved with the
complaint investigation.  He then withdrew from the
process in line with this advice.”  

Please note that that abuse by NB took place even
after they had been alerted to my realisation that
deceit was going on and my reporting it. So how much
more abuse was going on before then?

Personality Cult deference to Nic Bliss (C13)

“NB is well known within BCHS and is generally
considered a well-informed and authoritative figure
and in that sense is influential.”  “He is considered to
have genuine, best intentions for the Co-op.” 

Deliberate deceit and abuse of trust/office by
Midge Miller (Correspondence Secretary / Repairs 
Officer / Allocations Officer / Rent Officer /
Evictions Officer) (C14)

HW’s report provides an admission that it was
indeed true that my anonymous request concerning
smoking policy was brought to the meeting by MM,
that he dismissed it as not to be read by the committee
and that he tore it up.  

HW further confirms that there was indeed no rule
indicating that the anonymous letter should be thus
rejected.  So the question arises of “why did he do
that?”.  I myself provided a perfectly coherent
explanation in terms of his deceitful pursuit of a
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hidden agenda to increase my difficulty in coping with
the problematic neighbour they had selected for Flat 2.  
No other coherent explanation has been provided.  

HW states that “Differing recollections exist of this
event and its significance”.  Indeed, very strange things 
happen to memories in the presence of 20-20 committee 
members, which is why I tried to put the meetings on
audio-record.  The fact that all the others refused to
have these matters audio-recorded, without providing
the slightest sound reason, attests to the fact that it is
their “recollections”, devoid of coherence as much as of
openness of utterer, which are the false accounts, and
only mine is the true account.

This part of section C14 is therefore a powerful
corroboration of one of my main allegations of
harassment by that key officer Midge Miller.

Overconcentration of power in 20-20 (C19)

“The membership of the committee has tended to
comprise a high proportion from [16 and 18] Park
Road. .... this does present an imbalance in
representation.”

Inapropriate handling of the floor problems
(R7-9)

HW concludes that “written quotes should be
obtained to carry out remedial work .... .  The quotes
should be obtained .... to carry out work to floors in 9
Augusta Rd and 18 Park Rd which involves screwing
down floorboards as suggested by the complainant. .... “

Note that this is exactly in line with what I and
fellow-complainants have been calling for all along, and 
out of line with the alternatives which the
malmanagement have been seeking to impose instead. 

Thus HW’s report also powerfully corroborates the
three tenants’ allegations of harassments via the
floorboards problem.

Conclusion

 Please refer to the summary at the start of this
document.
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Introduction
In my report to the Director of Regulation, The

Housing Regulation Blind-Spot (January 2006), I
outlined the harassments and malgovernment being
perpetrated by the management of 20-20 Housing
Co-operative, which has also involved some BCHS
personnel as well (including the BCHS Director
Jon Stevens).  

As I have an unequalled more than twenty years of
involvement in 20-20 I think you would find it useful to 
have my thoughts on what would be the best way
forward for 20-20 (and BCHS).

My personal conclusion is that there is a clear
insufficiency of volunteers having the dispositions of
honesty and probity required for a satisfactory
continuation of 20-20 as a discrete organisation.  

And so the only satisfactory option is a takeover,
perhaps by Balsall Heath Housing Co-op (or possibly
MDCHA).

Urgent intervention is needed to halt further
serious misuses of powers by the criminal harassers
still in control of others’ housing.

Ongoing events as of February 2006
There is a continuation of the illegitimate (and

unjustified) regime of total secrecy (which was secretly
and illegitimately introduced as mentioned in the
Blind-Spot report).  

I have nevertheless been able to discern by
alternative means that the same handful clique
continues in control this year as in the previous two
(though without myself now of course).  And they have
initiated a review of their organisation with a view to
pretending to solve the problems I have uncovered. 
This may in part have been prompted by some
half-hearted challenges from the Housing Corporation
in response to my earlier reports, though neither 20-20
nor the HC have been telling me anything of what is
going on.
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Their own pretended correctives
With a view to heading off my challenge to their

illegitimacy, they have (again, secretly) initiated a
review of their policies and commissioned a report by
Ursula Barrington of BCHS concerning compliance
with the Housing Corporation’s Regulatory Code.  Thus 
that report is by the same Ursula Barrington who was
herself significantly involved with the abusers and
their abuses (and can be heard on my first recording).

Ursula Barrington’s report contains a high level of
untruth and evasiveness about what has happened:

“The co-operative principles have been upheld and
the organisation remains committed to the
community values of its original members” 
– which is an outrageous inversion of the truth (as

previously reported).  I am the only remaining member
who worked with the original members in establishing
the Co-op, and have no doubt they would be as appalled 
as myself by the way it has been perverted into a
hyper-secretive clique of harassers and liars by Lynn
Mansell, Nic Bliss, Midge Miller et al.

“In the past year 20/20 have suffered some conflict
whilst trying to operate in accordance to both sets of
principles.” 
– which is a gross misrepresentation of what has

really happened, namely that I have exposed an
ongoing sequence of harassments and challenged a
culture of deceit and wilful malgovernment in the
organisation.

There is also this telling phrase:
“... ensuring 20/20’s integrity as a Co-operative
remains intact.” 
 – and indeed that maintenance of an unworthy

mythical status quo ante is the real objective of their
exercise, rather than to ensure that abuse is rooted out
and probity put in its place via the most proper
outcome whatever that may entail.

The realities behind their false reforms
The solution being pursued by the ongoing 20-20

clique is founded on a pretence that if the policies and
procedures are modified then the Co-op can be made
satisfactory.  

The reality is that satisfactory management cannot
be contrived via a mere mechanical devising of rules
and principles.  Rather it is necessary that there also
be a sufficient supply of sincere valuing of honesty and
probity, and a sense of what is proper and improper
rather than a mechanical appeal to directives or
assertions about the distinction.  And there is good
reason to believe that there is not any such sufficient
supply.

For instance it ought to have been obvious to the
clique that their decision to impose a regime of secrecy
was illegitimate both in outcome and in the secret way
it was done.  It cannot seriously be supposed that that
revolutionary change of fundamental character would
have been approved by the general membership of the
co-op.  And it is obvious that there was no good reason
for introducing the secrecy but only an extremely
unworthy reason, namely attempting to hush up the
abuses I was exposing.  And yet they are persisting
with that illegitimacy.
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And that abuse stands in telling comparison with
their preoccupation with the (supposed) Rules where
applied in support of their unworthy purposes.  For
instance, the Rule specifying that “no business shall be
conducted other than that stated in the notice” cannot
seriously mean that executives of 20-20 are thereby
gagged from all talking to one another about
non-agenda matters; rather it is obvious that the
genuine meaning of “conducting business” is merely the 
taking of decisions.  And yet on my second audio
recording you can indeed hear for yourself that bizarre
gagging notion being emphatically asserted by the
clique-members.  They did that merely to pretend an
excuse for evading due accountability for their abuses
and deceits.

The continuation of such abuses has been
accompanied by a total absence of any apology for the
harassment and other abuses committed against me,
and a total absence of any response to my attempts to
initiate discussion about them.

And they have now commissioned the
not-really-independent Ursula Barrington to produce a
deceitful report with a view to patching up the Co-op’s
embarassment rather than properly sorting it out – as
a further testament to their continuing
dishonourableness.

According to my alternatively-obtained information, 
only these four members attended the January 2006
committee meeting:

• Lynn Mansell, who presided over all the abuses
recorded in my previous reports, and who must be
chiefly to blame for them.

• Stephanie Williams, who took over as Secretary at
the improper meeting which removed myself as
Secretary on the basis of three false excuses.

• Julius Swift, whose improper actions are also
recorded in my reports.

• D Childs, who has had virtually nil involvement over 
the years and so has negligible experience or
expertise to contribute (roped-in to make quorate).

And the only apologies listed were:

• Midge Miller, one of the two persons most implicated 
in the harassment and deceits.

• Lucy Bastin, the longstanding partner of the
ringleader Nic Bliss, and herself implicated in the
covering-up if not definitely in the harassment itself.

The key problem is that those most deeply involved
in running 20-20 have also been those most deeply
involved in abuses.  If we remove those persons then
there remain barely any volunteers left.  Most of the
other members are either too busy to get involved or
have minimal skills and experience, or in most cases
are ruled out on both counts.  It follows that there are
simply not enough suitable people in the membership
to provide satisfactory management of others’ housing.
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What really needs doing
As the only remaining near-founder of 20-20 I would 

dearly like to see it retain as much independence and
tenant-involvement as practical.  

However, even if there were heavy contracting-out
of finance, repairs, rent control, and allocations, there
would still be a deficiency of volunteer input.  And not
much left to be independent about anyway.

Therefore the only realistic options are as follows.

Take-over by Balsall Heath Housing Co-op. 
 BHHC is about the same size as 20-20 and the

geographical distribution of its properties coincides to a 
remarkable degree.  Yet it appears to be much better
managed.  This may be partly because it contracts out
much more of its administration, and in this case it has 
MDCHA as its agent rather than the grossly defective
BCHS.  There is the additional advantage that
MDCHA has a conveniently-located office near here, in
contrast to BCHS which is three miles away and
difficult to get to.  The main question (and it is only a
question at this stage) is whether BHHC may have also 
been affected by the same sort of malaise that has
affected 20-20; this question arises because they have
had much interaction, not least that BHHC’s 14 Park
Rd is next door to the 20-20 clique’s control-centre.  It
would be best to look into that question before deciding.  
And it would be necessary to limit the level of
involvement of the discredited members of 20-20 in the
BHHC management.

Subsidiarity to BHHC  
In this option, 20-20 becomes a part of BHHC as

above, but its members/tenants retain independence
over some decisions such as options of management of
communal areas, repairs, and or allocations.  That
would be my own first preference, providing we can
find a reasonable number of sufficiently honourable
members to support that vision.

Take-over by MDCHA or some other RSL  
This would be a less-favoured option.  I would be

concerned at a prospect of excessive bureaucracy and
loss of control involved in an oversized organisation. 

It therefore would probably be preferable to have a
take-over by BHHC, subject to the provisos mentioned
above.

Urgent intervention is needed to halt further
serious misuses of powers by the malevolent harassers
still in control of others’ housing.
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But Meanwhile, The Present of 20-20

To 20-20 Housing Thump-operative.   
15th April 2006

Unprovoked Assault by Midge Miller

I wish to put on record the following incident of
criminal behaviour by Midge Miller.

Police Ref No: 1729 15/4/06 (Woodbridge Rd)

On Saturday 15th April 2006, at 2.55 pm I was
cycling home from FiveWays and thereby passed across 
Park Road.  I happened to notice Midge Miller was in
the front garden of 16 Park Rd.  I had not seen him
during the eight months since he and Nic Bliss had
raced out from the July Co-op meeting in order to
evade my challenging of their criminal harassments. 
So I thought I could offer him an opportunity for
redress.  There is a notion that it can be good for a
criminal to be confronted by his victim.  It could lead to 
resolution.  Anyway, at that moment I decided to give
him such opportunity and he duly made his choice of
what to do with it.

Stopping on the pavement with my bike I civilly
enquired “Do you have anything to say for yourself?” 
“About what?”  “About your criminality” (i.e. about the
harassment abuses of myself and other tenants).  At
which he leapt over the front wall at where I was
standing, shouting “I’ll kill you Robin Clarke” or “I’ll
get you Robin Clarke” (the second word was unclear). 
Having the instant reactions of a highly-skilled cyclist I 
instantly nipped out of the way and raced off down the
hill, and Midge Miller chased determinedly after me
some way but of course got left behind.

There was a woman in the garden at the time,
possibly the tenant of Flat 2.

I find it extraordinary that a Co-op member, indeed
a Co-op officer, should try to assault a fellow member
in this way.  I had already heard rumours that MM
was given to incandescent outbursts but I was sceptical 
given his usual self-characterisation as an
ultra-smart-minded thinking community-building
person.  One has to wonder whether a person who
shows such violent malevolence has any proper place in 
the controlling of others’ housing.

At present I am not aware of any evidence that the
complaints procedure and other severe malgovernment
of 20-20 /BCHS have been satisfactorily corrected, so at 
this point I am not sure that I wish to make a formal
complaint about this incident, but at least I make this
report of it, to be added to the other offences of Mr
Miller previously documented in various places.

Robin P Clarke
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On the pre ced ing page is a re port I wrote about that
at tack by the Midge Miller who is so cen tral to this
“Co-op” – as of when the veil of se crecy fell, he was si mul -
ta neously Cor re spon dence Sec re tary, Re pairs Of fi cer,
Al lo ca tions Of fi cer, Rent Of fi cer, and Evic tions Of fi cer.

But in the event, I did not send the let ter to any one,
be cause there seemed lit tle point in re port ing it to a
20-20 whose per son nel bear false wit ness even to what
they have seen with their own eyes, and equally there
would be lit tle point in re port ing it to BCHS, and the HC
have al ready in di cated their non-in ter est, and I can just
imag ine the HO writ ing to 20-20 to ask is this re ally true
and get ting a re ply that this Robin Clarke has been
causing trou ble for some time and had to be banned from
the com mit tee.  So it has ended up be ing sent to this book 
instead.

Mean while I don’t think the Co-op is burst ing with
pos i tive vibes.  The May gen eral meet ing was inquorate,
and pre vi ous meet ings only just scraped in.  

They have sent me a let ter threat en ing evic tion for
not al low ing ac cess, but whether they will re ally have
the nerve to pres ent their clap trap in court re mains to be
seen.  In any event, hope fully this book will help to make
the truth clear.

[ Up date.  My print ing job has been held up for four
weeks now so I am mak ing the first few cop ies my self
(with yel low cov ers). 

In the in terim I have learned that 20-20 Chair man
Lynn Mansell has de cided she wishes to have noth ing
more to do with the 20-20 man age ment.  And I have been 
sent a Court No tice of Hear ing re Claim for Pos ses sion.  ]

Ac cord ing to the Hous ing Cor po ra tion I should re fer
all the sub ject-mat ter of this book to the Om buds man. 
The prob lems with that have been spelled out al ready
herein.  And more fun da men tally it is far from clear
whether the Om buds man is any less un der the spell of
the Hous ing Reg u la tion Blind-Spot than the Cor po ra -
tion is.  Does he also pre tend to be reg u lat ing RSLs
which in turn pre tend they are be ing reg u lated?  Hav ing
been let down by so many peo ple al ready, I am dis in -
clined to risk a fur ther “au thor i ta tive” mal-judge ment,
but in stead have cho sen to put these facts be fore a more
in de pend ent au di ence via this book.

Robin P Clarke
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